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Alpena High
Man's Triumph

The Whispering Thunder

Excitedly, we got ready for
school,
Anticipating yet another
day.
As we walked out the door
We expected to hear
The joyful barks of our dog .
But none ca11e.
We disheartedly proceeded
to the bus stop.
One look at the road
Was enough to tell
unwarranted truths.
Man, with elaborate driving
skills,
Had triumphed again .

The wind whispered
Through the trees.
The rain pounded
The tin roof overhead.
Lightning split the
Black sky in a flash of
light.
Only the whisper of the
thunder
Told the real truth about
the storm.

Danielle Collier

It was bright and sunny
Until the thunder sounded
The dog ran to hide
Down under the porch
With his tail tucked
Safely from the storm.

Sparkling Ice
A frozen wilderness
covered in a dazzling
blanket of sleep
The trees bend in
protest to the overpowering
weight of their cold
caskets.
And the sky looks
down on the lifeless
world and sighs.
Sue Terherst
Step Aside
The whole world steps aside
for the one who knows
where he's going.
But if one does not
know where he's going
11aybe he aight
step aside until he decides.
Terry Burk

Anonymous
The Storm

Vicki Lynn
Day At the Lake
Girls screaming
Guys laughing
Sun blazing
Waves splashing
Clouds burst
Rain crashing
David Green
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Birth
Life is dark
In the beginning.
All of a sudden
You're shot out into the
light.
Then you get spanked
And start to cry.
Rockie Bryant
Central Park
The world is just a sphere
Filled with red and black
New York is probably the
reddest
Blood on every corner
Dark coincides
Step into the darkness
Come back without a part
Holly Holstead
Flowing Battery
From the spring eminates the
purest water
It feeds the land
It batters the rocks against
each
A perpetual wrestling match
The water versus the rocks
But in the end the water
always wins and more rocks
Are beaten upon each other.
R.C.
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Anderson Ble•entary
Crossett
Vampire Mother Begs Police
to Drive Stake Through Her
Heart
At Station 67 downtown
Transylvania Woman begs
wildly to police that she
is a female vampire.
Her name is very
creepy ! Sylvania Vamtrike!
She says tonight
will be horrible if
they don't drive a stake
through her heart!
She ca•e here in a long
car (black ) with a skull
figure on the end of
the car. She holds
in her hand a diary
written in German.
The
FBI are coming to
read it.

Rain
As the rain comes down
While everyone is sleeping
She is up and scared.
Lindsey Milburn
If the Sun Were a
Basketball
If the sun were a
basketball the moon would
be the goal.
Some of the stars would be
the score keepers
And some would be the crowd
And some would be the
players.
Justin Green

Charlie Hogan
Our Weathery Ride
Dad
Dad's Stetson mixes with his
outfit.
His cowboy hat and his
ropers make his
cowboy attitude.
That Stetson must make him
feel like he's in
the Old West.
His bearded face makes him
look like
an outlaw.
As he aoves on along the
endless trail
It seems like he does his
bit and moves on.
Michael McCoy

Yesterday we came to
Crossett.
Mother Nature wasn't nice.
We stayed in a foxhole and
slept on a cloud.
The mill was on fire like
the Fourth of July.
We gobbled clouds
sunny-side up.
Tomorrow we will hitch a
comet.
Tomorrow the wind will
carry us home.
Fifth Graders
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If You Were A Caterpillar
If you were a caterpillar
you could squirm around
in the carports
and find a place
to wrap up in
and sprout out
like a butterfly.
Melanie Kimrey
I Am A Fire
I smell like a dead bird,
taste like saoked turkey,
and sound like sizzling
steak.
I feel like hot grease.
I look like a colorful
dress.
Shane Reeves
I Am A Roller Coaster
I sound like a roaring
train.
I look like a curled-up
snake.
I smell like smoke.
I taste like burning
leather.
And I feel like a rocky
mountain.
Mauria Jackson
The Rain
The rain is thumping.
It sounds like soaeone
thinking .
Maybe it's you.
Paul Ratliff
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Anna Strong Bleaentary
Marianna
My Aunt Is a Nurse

My Byes

She's always combing
people's long hair
like she's playing a
beautiful long violin.

My eyes are like wheels in
the moonlight.
Michael Malone

La Zwita Williams
We Are Bad
I Know What You're Doing
You are taking a test
and at the same time
you're thinking
of me
and you start to put down
a dot in the line but
something stops
you because the dot is wrong
so you
put your pencil down and ask
for a piece of paper but the
paper is blank.
You start to see a face.
It is me.
That's what love
is.
Jerry Sandefer
My Self
When I look in the mirror I
see my
eyes like a watch going
around and around.
I see my hair as yarn on my
doll .
I see my cheeks as a peace.
I see my ears as a pie with
whipped cream on it.
I see my tongue as a tail of
a dinosaur.
But what I really see is me.
Leslie Bryan

We are bad.
We
eat food.
We
leave school.
go home.
We

We

go to sleep. We
stay asleep.
We
never wake.
Gary Branscomb
Poem
It fades in
at a town
like a picture
of a rose
you focus on
the little boy
standing in
the gusty road
his eyes are blacked out
from the dust
in the sky
you capture hawks flying
in the blowing wind
Burley Amos
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An Elephant Who Is Proud of
Being Him

If Your Name Is Drummond
You Could be Rich

I'm proud of being fat.
I
got a nickname
that doesn't better me.
I
can carry and help
people a lot.
I can even
fill a swimmming
pool up with my trunk.
I
can also take
people for long quiet walks
in the jungle.
But maybe for now I will
just sit.
Relax.

I was walking through the
town
when I met this business
man.
He was stopping everybody
up and down the sidewalk
telling them
if your name is Drummond
you could
be rich.
He finally got home
down the sidewalk he told
me
if your name is Drummond
you could
be rich
I said that is my name how
do I become rich he said
come on
let's go to the bank and
sure
enough I was rich
I jumped up
so high I busted the
ceiling
flew up in the sky bumped
into Superman
I fell down, down, and
down.

Andrea Tillman
This is a Bout Jazz
This time, when he started
to play with
the other young jazz
musicians, he
fitted it perfectly.
Derrick Redden
We Could Be Friends
We could be friends
Like friends are supposed
to be.
You picking up the telephone
Calling me.
Felicia Gillespie

Demetress Finley
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The Day My Mother Died

Poem

The day my mother died, I
had sadness
in my heart.
My dad and I
had to go to the
funeral but the car wouldn't
start.
We had
to walk and on the way there
we had a long
talk.
That's what happened
the day my mother
died.

The sharp, icy wind blew
against
my face.
The lightning
made
a silver line against the
sky.

When we got there, I aade a
speech, but
people didn't come to
listen to ae because after
the funeral
they were going to the
beach .
But only one person
listened to me, that was my
dad for he loved my
mother when she was alive .
That was what happened
the day my mother died .
Jesse Andrews

The snow floated before my
eyes like
tiny white birds.
The snow
in my hand
was dry, as fine as white
powder.
During the storm the sky
was
a gray tent over the city.
The trees danced in the
strong
wind.
Antonio Cheers
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Arkansas High
Texarkana
This Place Really Sucks

Notes for a Movie Script

Have you ever heard that the
walls
have ears, well I'm a wall
and do
I have a story to tell.
The woman who lives here is
a strange one .
Sleeps all day, froa dawn
till
dusk, then hunts all night,
till
her time is up.
Her skin looks pasty, she
must
be sick, she looks so pale.
She should have worn
braces, you
should see her teeth.
She's very modest, not one
picture
of herself anywhere.
The walls before me could
probably tell you more but
there
was a fire that burnt them
down.

Fade in to a brilliant
reflection
of the relentless sun in a
pool
of clear water
Move, to the left now,
a
young brave, black fearless
eyes
Watch
Wait
Focus on strong hands,
lean fingers
clasping a coil of rough
rope
Shift to his smooth,
dark
face smeared, not
carelessly, with
streaks of ivory, crimson,
ebony
Next, a frivolous
cloud of
wayward dust signals their
approach
Still, he waits
Close in on a velvet
muzzle
heartily drinking crystal
liquid
The rope closes on a
slender neck
A shout of victory is
hurled upward
The brave is now a
man.

Melanie Gore

Christy Narens
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The Smooth Oak Door

Notes for a Movie Script

The smooth oak door heaved
open slowly
and gently creaked a tired
welcome.
A musty sweetness
like dampened grasses
met me there.
Light aqua shelves with
paint peeling
held old lipsticks in dry
pastel pink.
Tired shoes shuffled quiet
across a stone floor
worn by time.
The yellowed tags on
plastic animals
and thin glass vases for a
quarter
stared idly silent
the omniscient blind
under dust shades.

Picture -Boy-Girl, lonely at the
time of
their lives
Focus on her petite figure,
so beautifully defined in
pink taffeta.
The music slows to a
heartbeat
Bump-bum -Catch the shy glances
across the room.
Bump-bum -Switch to boy as he
stands anxiously awaiting
Bump-bum -Capture the mood as he
pulls his
body foward toward the
center of the floor.
Bump-bum -The heartbeat quickens
as she lurches forth too!
Bump-bum -Only inches apart but
really miles.
Bump .
The heartbeat stops as
their lips
so gently touch.

Angela McCauley
If Wishes Were Faucets
If wishes were faucets life
would be drab
We could turn them on and
off at will
We would wash in them and
drink our fill
Hot or cold our wishes
would be delivered
No more fun in waiting for
wishes
They would pour out at any
time
For we have a need for
fulfillment
And no aatter the wildest
dreams
They would pour out into an
empty world

Ashley McGehee
If Dreams Were Wheels
If dreams were wheels
we would have a whirl
of a time talking to
college professors.
History would be issued on
an assembly line.
We could escape from ghosts
and goblins quickly.
Martin Luther King
Jr. would be a Ford.

Stuart Young
Gia Lyons
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From "Silent Night (Holy
Night ) "
All was calm; nothing
moved.
The street lights made the
snow and the ground look
like diamonds, reflecting
a blue light that symbolized
truth and purity .
My
mother, well there we were,
hand in hand, looking at
life in a new perspective.
The family in the house were
celebrating Christmas .
All was calm.
Nothing moved.
There we were, in the
street, cold and hungry.
Scott Randall
If Bracelets Were Storms
If bracelets were storms
Jewelry would be hanging in
the sky
Willard Scott would say
"Big rings are falling in
South Dakota"
It would hurt to have
golden circles bouncing off
your head
The castaways on Gilligan's
Island would
be stranded by a violent
bracelet downpour
Chuck Tilman

Sigh and Remember
You there!
Leaning
comfortably on the
blue-cushioned pew.
Stare without shame or
astonishment
at the pink, green, purple,
and yellow flowers
that suffocate the altar so
you don't see the podium.
Wonder at the pure marble
beauty
of the pink casket that
invades the gloom.
Continue to nervously shred
your wet tissue
and rub your forehead that
pounds from emotion.
Decipher the feelings of
the black-clothed family
as you glare at their
stiffened backs - their heads held straight
and unmoving.
Sigh when you remember
she was to graduate next
Thursday.
Karol Reddin
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Beryl Henry Ble•entary
Hope
Precious Bon-Bon

Night Turning To Day

Precious Bob-Bon lives in a
mansion with chandoliers.
Her bedroom has a waterbed;
she is very white and
fluffy.
She doesn't eat
mice, she eats catfood.
She
has a collar of diamonds.
She has two babies .
They
are just like her but a lot
smaller though.
There is
one boy and one girl, and
they share a waterbed too .

Night turning to day
happens in the woods.
All the time I hear and see
birds.
The flowers smell as the
day comes.
Under the sun a small
animal is born.
Rapidly he jumps into a
bunch of flowers.
Every day it happens.
Chrisy McCorkle

Karrie Worthey
Bahamas
But c h
Butch's eyes glow green.
His hard black hair stands
wire straight.
He sucks down cobras like
shaghetti
and drinks their blue hot
cobra blood.
He fights dogs and chases
Prissy Princess for a date.

I see the ocean.
I smell the salt - air wind.
I hear the waves slapping
against the rocks.
The sand feels cool against
my skin.
The touch of the water
makes me feel good.
Jennifer McWilliams

Mrs. Burgess' 5th grade
New York
Rufus
Rufus drives around in a
Lamborghin i .
He also has a collar with
spikes all around it.
Rufus hangs around at triple
X rated movies.
Rufus has a tail the size of
an alligator's.
He uses it when he gets mad.
Now Rufus is in the
penetentiary .
Brad Wright

I would like to go to New
York.
I bet it's beautiful there.
I would like to smell the
flowers,
hear the cars and trucks
pass
and see tall buildings.
Antoine W.
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Darkness and Remembrance
The day started without
a worries care,
but then people heard
a shot ring out
into the air;
Then they saw their young
President fall into
his young wife's lap,
The news of the shooting
spread all over
the world's map;
He was then rushed to
the hospital,
and put in a room
Where they tried to fix
the bullet wound;
But at 1 p.m. he slipped
away,
All Americans in shock
remember this day;
As Mrs. Kennedy saw the
next President's oath
being taken
She tried not to look
so shaken;
During the cereaony little
John-John put his
hand to his head,
To salute his father
whom was dead;
Easier said than done
to forget someone
Who was shot with
a gun.
Chrisy McCorkle
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Calico Rock Bleaentary
Postcard From Wyoaing

The Blue Box

The mountains are like a
scoop
of vanilla ice cream melting
over chocolate
with patches of green food
coloring
and elk like nuts rolling
down.

So much depends upon
a little blue box
with paper and pencil
beside a paint brush.
Robbie Dockins

Cecil Morehead
Postcard from School
Nothing
Nothing depends on
that spot on
Gorbachev's head.
Not the U. S.S.R.,
Or even the good
old U.S.A .

It seems God is rearranging
His furniture today.
Sticks of lightning zoom
through the air .
It seems like the trees are
singing a tune into the
windy breeze.
Joni Staggs

Brent Brewer
The Rusty Nail
So Much Depends Upon
So Jauch depends
upon
a purple dotted
dress

Nothing depends
Upon
A rusty nail
In the deep
Green pond
Beside the
Old tin can.

striped with
red lines

Bleu Hill

in the old closet.

Nothing

Regina Whiteaker

Nothing depends upon
the old rusty tractor
in the broken down barn
beside the dead oak tree.
Tony Sanders
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Feeding Tiae

The River

My father and I go to the
pasture
to feed the calves.
We take the bucket and go
to the pasture.
There the calves go into
the wire fenced
loft where they get fed .
There in the wire fenced
loft the
calves eat until they are
full or
until the food is all gone.
Then they walk out of the
wire fenced
loft and get a drink froa
the creek
by the wire fenced loft
where the
calves feed.
After that, they wander
around the pasture,
and sometiaes I play the
game
I call "calf" in the
pasture with the creek
by the wire fenced loft.
Afterwards, I go home
and look at the pasture
with the creek
by the wire fenced loft.

The river is calm today
So the man fishing should
Have a good catch.
The soft sand feels good
Between
Your toes, until the boats
Go by and
The waves turn it to mud.
The river today is how we
Would all like to be.

Tony Sanders

Marty
The Cats That Kill Them
Birds are
Scared of
The cats
That kill
Them
To feed
Their
Children.
Michael H.
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Central Junior High
Springdale
A Rainy Day

War

Gently falling rain
slowly creating puddles
filling up the sea

An explosion of fury
An explosion of hurt
The smell of blood mixed
with dirt
People are crying and
smiling
A child's cry and a tear
from his eye
into the night with a slash
of light
The war was over
With no more sight
There was a peaceful calm
on this night

Michelle Bolinger
Signs of Winter
The dead leaves
from Autumn trees
blow across the frosty
ground
of the morning .
A flock of geese heads south
for the cold and snowy
winter.
The only sound that prevails
is the wind
whistling through the limbs
of barren trees.
How lonely the cold wind
must fee 1.
Chris Long
Haiku
The dancing leaves twirl,
whirl, and gracefully
float to
the dead silent ground.

Stone Courson
Memories
Black crows fly quickly
out of the old barn
as I enter.
It
reminds me of leaves
blowing in a strong fall
wind.
In the midst, I can hear
crickets
chirping.
As I walk
towards the back, I can see
my old house, where
I lived as a child.
R. Morris

Cindy Marchant
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Why?
Why
are so many
things confusing
everyone?
Why do
we
sometimes
feel like we've
never won?
It really
bothers
some of
us who
feel real
down and
out
what is this
confusing
mess really
all about?

What Happened to the
Dinosaurs?
What happened to the
dinosaurs
Can you imagine too?
The scientists say they
froze to death
I say that can't be true
I say a UFO came down
And carried them away
Or maybe they got on a ship
And sailed themselves
astray
Then maybe they decided
That the weatherman told
true
And they jumped up into the
sky
Beyond the wild and blue

Bambi Lloyd
Sunrise
Blue, pink, cotton, silk
Mist steaming across the sky
Birth of a lamb
Charlene Hayes

They could have just got
all mixed up
And known not left from
right
And all fell off a cliff
one day
Or in the dark of night
Me, Myself, and I don't
know
But I'll tell you one thing
true
I don't believe they froze
to death
Can you imagine too?
Angie Barnett
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Drew Central Rleaentary
Monticello
Ghost Town

Stuck Up

A Ghost Town has spiderwebs
hanging from corner to
corner. They have doors
hanging from one hinge
squeaking.
They have mice running from
hole to hole pleading.
They
have old beer bottles
sitting everywhere.
They
have a terrible musky
smell.
They have dust one
inch thick everywhere.
They have holy wooden floors
that when you walk on
them they squeak and groan.
When you walk up the stiars,
they sway side to side.

l/2 cup of thinking you're
perfect
1/4 cup of always being
right
1/8 cup of always
correcting people
1 whole cup of being hated

Kris Chapman

Mix them all up an4 you get
a person really stuck up!
Kevin Riley
A Rose
A rose
flower.
A rose
A rose
A rose

is a beautiful
can mean anything.
can mean love.
is when you are mad

The Little Girl
and your face turns red.
The little girl will dip
snuff
That's the way she
was born
She will eat melted candy
bars
She will spit in her
father's shoes
And that is the way she
was born
Chad Gardner

A rose is love when your
boyfriend
gives you a big kiss as you
turn
as red as that rose.

A rose smells like the
winter is over
A rose looks like your
cheeks when
you are happy.
A rose
sounds like
a happy child playing in
the the street.
It feels like a baby's
behind.
Sherri Williams
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Weight of the World

That Is Why He Was Born

Wanted :
one person to take
over the world
to relieve me of this
awful pain.
For you see I've been
holding it on
my shoulders for one
hundred years
Through snow, sleet, ice,
and rain
I'm willing to give
anything to please
If you would ease
my pain.
Gold mines, buckets of
coal
Anything to reach my goal.
You'd work for 20 years
And go through many tears.
No experience required!

The little boy will beat up
lions.
That is why he was born.
The little boy will kill
people.
That is why he was born.
The little boy will knock
down buildings
with his bare hands.
That is why he was born.

Christi Carpenter

Kevin Keathley
Rain on a Tin Roof
I like to hear rain hit
on a tin roof.
It sounds
like .
a drum solo in the dark of
the night.
I 1 ove the
rain.
Chad Gardner

The Tree
Towering high is the home of
the birds and the bees,
Swaying majestically even
with the slightest breeze.
Long arms swooping out over
the green grass,
Covering the ground with a
Shaded aass.
Taking many, many years to
grow
From the tiny seeds the old
ones sow.
From the house to the old
tire swing,
It's there for all of us to
enjoy in the spring.
This is one of the most
fascinating of things to me.
It is none other than the
tree.
Mandy Loveless

I'm Lonely
I'm walking through the
desert on a cold dark
night.
The clouds are black.
I hear no talking.
I have nowhere to go even
though I'm lonely.
Joe Ratliff
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Letter to Greenville

My Place

I wish I were there staring
down that grey quarter mile
strip of asphalt.
I want to
smell that stink of burnt
rubber and hear the
deafening sound of straight
headers, blended with the
high pitch of street tires
clawing for traction.

I am sitting here, on
the sagging wooden floor
of the attic.
I can
smell the distinct smell
of the insulation, hear
the thunderous voice of
my father below me.
I feel like a king, above
all, feeling as if,
if someone were to try
to come into my kingdom
of wood and insulation and
buzzing wires, I would
simply have them thrown
our and continue my reign.

Bart Oswald
The Smell (Scent)
Smelling the scent wasn't
pleasant at all
It was not a scent that was
well meant
No one really could smell
the scent when it was gone
Smelling it again it became
very strong
The scent.
The scent.
Felicia Harmon
Mom's Sewing Machine
In the back bedroom, the
room next to mine,
Mom sits down every night
I guess close to nine
She sews clothes for
me to wear and she fixes
odds and ends that we tear.
The buzzing of the machine
keeps me awake.
Charolette Sullian

Joe Poole
01' Coal Pile
Centuries old are the
stones sticking up
through the mud and
twigs. Worn are the
epitaphs of yesteryear
telling of lives long
extinct.
Light breaking through the
leafy bower
overhead barely illuminates
history's postcards
And I can barely make out
what the crooked
testaments say.
But more than see, I feel
what is written
as I ponder how their lives
progressed.
Heartache and happiness the
meat and
potatoes of life -- simple
and uncrowded.
Nancy Vandenburg
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The Sun Doth Not Wither My
Thoughts
As an eagle, graceful and
strong,
My thoughts are fervent till
the day's gone
An aimless thought shan't I
remember,
As a cold, dead day in the
midst of winter
The sun doth not wither my
thoughts.

Amy's Maroon Firebird
In the maroon Firebird
there lies a Book of Love
tape.
When she feels down, she
listens to this tape.
In
the maroon Firebird there
is a
pack of cigarettes.
When
her parents get her down
she smokes the whole pack.
Amanda Deweese

It so proud, admired and
scorned
Her rays beaming gallantly
at noon and dawn,
Sun, shine on my hands and
face and head
Make me remember thoughts ·
that were dead .
A gallant poise of respect
and awe
The sun doth not wither my
thoughts .
Bvette Jackson
Leaving Rome,

Is It Hard?

I cried, I laughed
I said goodbye
But was it really the end
I packed my bags
I gave a hug
But was it really the end
I visited my friends
gave my address to all
But was it really the end
I got in my car
I left my home
But was it really the end
Felicia Ra i ney

Understand
He said the baby died
I said I was sorry
I don't understand
He said Annette was fine
I said I'm glad to hear
that
I don't understand
He said that it had an open
spine
I said I didn't think it
would happen
I don't understand
He said the baby was in
God's care
I asked, "Why did he take
the baby?"
I don't understand.
The funeral was small and
the
people were sad.
God took
Mike Jr. from all of us.
Why?
I don't understand.
Charolette Sullian
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Grandpa

Aunt Lib

I left the house, he left
the
hospital, but not a goodbye
was said.

We were all sitting on the
couch
Mom said we're going to
visit Aunt Lib
Everyone was really
excited.
I love my Aunt Lib.
She's always real nice to
me.
She gives me candy and
money
And always great big hugs.
We arrived at her house
A lot of people were there
I wondered what was going
on
There was a sign on the
door
That said Friday 2
I asked what was gonna
happen then
Mom said she's gone
I asked where
She said to heaven
I asked why
And Mom said she'd explain
to me
when I got older.

I went to the cemetery, he
went
in the ground.
A goodbye
was
not said.
I lived but he died with a
goodbye in him and mine
still with me.

Mary Jaaes
The Dappled Spring Sun
The dappled spring sun
belied the
devilment of the moment.
Children whispered to the
papers
the secrets of knowledge
they had or had not.
A stately matron upright
with
righteousness stood guard.
I breathed, breathed again.
The air fill with
indignation.
A liar was in its mist.
Tangie Campbell

Lori Bryan
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That Was Ron
When I bought him everything
he wanted
and tailored his every need
But for him it was only
normal
and all I got back was
greed.
But that was Ron.
When I beat him one on one
And at camp won more awards
He got insanely jealous,
and wouldn't let me ride in
his Ford.
But that was Ron.
When he let me borrow
money,
he taunted me all that day
I finally paid him back
with inte~est 25 cents ~
day.
But that was Ron.
Marcus Hawkins
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East Elementary
Paragould
Embarrassment

What Am I?

Embarrassment is like your
mom
calling you honey in front
of friends.
Embarrassment is like when
you're
having a cool party with
cute guys
and your parents turn on
gospel music.

I feel like a worm.
I smell like fresh cut
grass.
I sound like scary ghosts.
I taste like bad medicine.·
I look like rock~
everywhere.
I am a cemetery.
Melissa Greenway

Kimberly Elmore
What Am I?
Hate
Hate is like two wolves
fighting
Hate tastes like poison
Hate smells like pig slop
Hate looks like ugly girls
Hate sounds like dumb boys
drunk
from drinking beer.
It feels like rocks when you
rub them.

I look like the closet in
the dark.
I taste like snow.
I smell like little roses
in the spring.
I feel like feathers from
your pillow.
I sound like a woman blow
drying her black hair.
I am the night sky.
Tricia Hendrix

Ben Johnson
What Am I?
Boredom
Boredom is like sitting on a
hill
miles away from anyone.
Boredom
has the taste of a pumpkin
in January .
Boredom looks like a baby
crying
in the night.
Boredom feels
like
a car on a gravel road with
no wheels.
Tina Connelly

I sound like roaring
thunder
I smell like oil
I taste like car wax
I look like the shining sun
I feel like a way of life
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Todd Woods
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The Sky
The sky feels like a soft
pillow made of cotton
The sky smells like white
peonies starting to bloom
The sky tastes like sweet
ice cream in a bowl
The sky sounds like bluejays
chirping in the trees
The sky looks like fluffy
patches of snow.
Andrea Gunn
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Bast Bnd Ble•entary
Little Rock
The Girls in the Circle

The Strange Hat

The girls in the circle
Sing like toads
But they walk like
Princesses.
They dance like cows
And they eat eyebrows.
They wear earrings
To get at the boys .

My mom we~rs a porcupine
hat.
She always pokes me with
it .
.
I don't mind.

Sharon Henry

Boys

Summer

Boys like stuntmen
show off to impress girls.

Wesley Mashburn

I will pick the daisies
And then go swimming at Wild
River Country
And eat strawberries out of
my backyard
Then hear the Jay birds in
the sky .

Boys act sometimes
like nice gentlemen.

I will feel the grass
between my toes in my yard
And see a rabbit run across
the pasture
And taste the lemonade in my
kitchen.

although boys manage
sometimes
to use the tiniest bit
of common sense.

Heather Duncan
Apple Hat -- For Bobby
This hat is made out of an
apple.
It has fifteen dead worms
hanging on the side, Eagle
feathers on the top, and
some lightning shooting
out of the back.
Steven Mayfield

But boys have one problem,
they act like their brain
has been shrunk
by toad juice

I wonder
if they take a class
in stupidity
I'll give them an A+
Although boys
some cute like wrinkle dogs
some ugly like dried up
marsh
have very bad habits
like making unacceptable
noises.
Tena Bradford
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My Hat
A large aluminum hot pink
cow shape
with flashing Christmas
bulbs
and a glowing sign saying,
"I smell like a Hyena, Don't
I?"
and having electric udders
that
squirt milk on the right
side,
and cream on the left.
Christopher Grynn
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Edith Brown Elementary
Hope
In My Closet

Ellen Eggplant

In my closet, there is a
boogey man .
He has big, green spiked
hair,
yellow eyes, and a purple
nose .
He lives in my closet with a
window
and blows my dresses
everywhere.
He has yells like a goat
and wears a coat.
And he says "Bye-Bye Boo
Boo . "
"Yaba-Daba- Doo."

Ellen E. sees a bee.
She hears the little bee
buzz.
And then she feels it land
on her face.
She opens her mouth to let
out a shout,
but then the bee flies in.
Ouch, it stings her.
And she runs inside to put
ice in her mouth.
BURRR!! It tastes cold.
She goes outside and smells
a flower.
Oh no!
There's a bee.
She hurries back in
and imagines how
she'll never go near a bee
again.

Jennifer Oller
Playing

Catherine Roth
I like to play football.
I hear people trying to
tackle me.
I touch things.
I taste grass.
I smell tunafish.
I
I
I
I
I
I

like to play baseball.
hear the players.
see first base.
feel rubber.
taste dirt.
smell tunafish .

I
I
I
I
I
I

like tennis.
see the ball.
hear people.
feel the court.
taste the string.
smell tunafish .

In My Closet
I looked in my closet
and saw a big head.
It said it was gonna get me
and eat me up.
But I called Jack
and he came and killed it.
Jack's a good friend,
and a good hero.
Keebie Davis

Candi Jones
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Raising a Dog
Raising a dog is a fun job
when you get to walk her.
Raising a dog is a nice
time
when you get to pet her.
Raising a dog is a happy
time
when you get to sleep with
her.
Raising a dog is a sad time
when you have to sell her.
Alan D. Rook
A Little Mouse's Song
Is a jolly-o song
Though it's not very long
With its little squeaky
voice
Though there's not much
choice.
He sings a funny tune.
He sings it to the
moon.
He sits under a clover
And sings it over and
over.
Heather McBay
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Fountain Lake Elementary
Hot Springs
Bigfoot Comes To Breakfast
With Startled Campers
("he was articulate and very
hungry," wife excl~ims)

Music Poem
Composed while listening to
"Jesu Meine Freude" by J.S.
Bach

One spring mo~ning at Big
Ben's Place
in Millersburg, North Dakota
the legendary bigfoot
strangely appeared
in the door of Big Ben's
Place.
He walked up to the bar and
said, "Sir, I would like to
order some eggs, bacon,
coffee, pancakes, and orange
juice .
When the waiter brought him
his food
he said, "I needed this to
go."

After a day of work with a
plow and fertile soil
watching a wagon train
cross the long
stretch of land, headed to
California.
Waiting for the bright
morning to come.
Out in the green and light
brown woods
smelling the fresh smell of
rain.
Then all of a sudden POP
you wake up
in a condominium with
strings of cars
going by.

Jeremy Campbell
Fletcher Larkin
Looking for Mr. Right
(21 times)
I am the most-married woman
I've been married 21 times
I'm looking for Mr. Right.
I get tired of this one
because he has a pet bat.
I get tired of that one
because he leaves the toilet
seat up.
Just when I marry Mr. Right
HE CROAKS!
Joe Yates

Music Poem
Composed while listening to
"Little Beggar Man,"
anonymous Irish piece
Country family gathered in
an
open field singing "Little
Wondering"
around a bonfire.
Listening to the
wind like a blazing fire.
Watching the starlit sky
shining upon them.
When
they look
at each other, they look
like
wondering, singing angels.
Charlene Orrell
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I Am A Radish

Byte Out of the Apple

I hate being a radish
you see the same dirt
every day.
You see the
same
carrots, peas, cabbage,
tomatoes, potatoes, turnips,
cauliflower, broccoli!
I just hate -- are you
laughing!
I'd just like to see you
lie on
your back 24 hours a day.
For about a month till
you're
done and you have to be
perfect,
no dents or anything or
you're thrown in the trash.
If not I am put on salads
and eaten.
I just hate it,
hate it, hate it, hate it,
hate it, hate it!
Yuck
Y-poo!
I don't like being a
radish .

Hey kid, how would you like
it if I hit you hard, huh?
Or if I got crumbs all down
your shirt,
and if I spilled Coke all
over you?
How would you like
something shoved
down your mouth,
Or how would you like me to
ask
you to tell me everything
you know?

Heather Jones
I

John Araiza
Exclusive Interview With a
Space Alien!
Int.
Alien.
Int.
Alien.
Int.
Int.

Am.
Alien.

A lake of water
flowing through a valley of
beautiful land
with unknown names .
If I could only touch the
dryness
of the land .
But as you can see, that
would be pretty hard
Because I am water
and I would die.
So I guess I will continue
to flow
and flow
for miles and miles
until I stop.

Int.
Alien.
Int.
Alien.
Int.
Alien.
Int.

What is life like
on your planet?
You gotta dime?
Why?
Have to phone home.
Oh.
What do you eat for
breakfast, lunch,
dinner?
Breakfast -balloons.
Lunch -- TV.
Dinner -- Chinese
Alien Food.
Any captives?
We have one from
your planet.
Who?
Some dude that
calls himself the
King.
Elvis!
Yup.
This concludes this
interview.

Corey Graves
Paul Riley
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Garland Elementary
Hope
Loneliness

If Tongues Were Lies

The brown lonely stage feels
like hard metal
bumping it with your shoes.
The quiet movement of the
floor
calls your name to come
dance.
The walls are like the
slamming of doors.
The room smells like fresh
hard wood
and tastes like the fresh
air
going into your dry mouth.

If tongues were lies
they would grow long.
They'd have made up stories
in them.
They'd be untruthful
and get into trouble a lot.
Everytime you talked
a lie would come out
and lies would be slippery.

Katie Rosenbaum

When I went swiming I saw
someone drowning

My Cat

When I splashed in the pool
the water was as cold as
ice

I touch my cat.
I hold my cat.
I like my cat dearly.
My cat smells like the waves
of water .
He tastes like hot fire.
When he sees a dog
he runs like a roadrunner .
He feels like soft feathers.
I hold him like he should be
held .
Misty

Sara Mack
Swimming

I smelled the people's
perfume
as more people crowded to
watch
I heard the little boy
crying for help.
The water tasted like mud.
I finally saved the little
boy.
Brittany Garner
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My Grandmother•s Swing
The little neat swing has
bars, rings, swings, and a
bar that
is blue.
That little neat swing
tastes
like a cold steel bar
against my back.
That little neat swing
smells
like a cold winter snow.
That little neat swing looks
like lots of fun.
That little neat swing
sounds
like the swings on the
playground,
"Squeak, squeak."
That little neat swing feels
like the gloves my mother
gave me,
I like this little neat
swing our grandmother gave
us.

How To Know For Sure You•re
In Hope
You would probably see a
lot of people
all in one group smoking or
drinking
and you might see a lot of
people working
on their cars or trucks and
men would
have their shirts off and
they would be
wearing hats and most
people would be
Bar-B-Qing and kids would
be doing
dangerous stunts.
Romi Porter
Swings
Swings smell like
Old smelly shorts
or blue jeans.

Tiffany Key
Rabbits
I go up and down the
simmering
long streets
chasing funny rabbits
they smell like they just
jumped in mud.
They are such fat rabbits
It looks like they•ve taken
some sweet cabbage.
When I pick them up
they feel so soft.
I can•t even stand it
I look around and say
what is that sound?
It looks white
really does look funny
I seem to love rabbits.
Erin

Swings look like
rings hooked onto
a leather shoe.
Swings feel like
a long necklace
made of rings.
Swings taste like
a squeaking cabinet
door.
Brittany Garner
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Gibbs International Magnet Elementary
Little Rock
Life
A world of
hatred
A world of
happiness
A world of
A world of
A world of

Love
darkness and
light and
dream and fantasy
fact and fortune
life and death

Nicole Sanders

Love is like a tulip flower
In the summertime.
It just lies in the grass
And thinks of your heart
Beating like a drum.
It says to sing
So I sing a song to my
heart.
Trees blow around it
In my imagination.
Oh, it carries me!

In My Closet
Chandra Baltimore
One night all my toys
Built up one big monster.
My Barbies were the legs,
My clothes were the body,
And my ball was the head.
The monster ate everything
in sight.
Then my mother hit it with a
broom.

Advice to My Brother
Stop tasting my food
Stop smelling my feet
Stop trying to hear my
telephone calls
Stop trying to see the
grades I get.

Katrina Halstead
Kelly Bogard
Maine
Advice to the President
In Maine away from busy,
busy mess
Is a peaceful place
Like a rose learning to
bloom.
The peaceful water clashes
With the wicked, hard cold
rocks.
Your life is gorgeous,
Maine,
Peaceful like a rose,
Calm like gentle water,
Loving like God.
Amanda L. Becton

You have to see what's
going on.
See the abortion
Hear the murders
Smell the pollution
Feel the moment
Imagine you are us,
Mr. President.
Lauren Golden
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I Am the Earth

I Am A Tire Swing

I am the earth
I look down and up on the
other planets
Jupiter, Uranus, Saturn,
Mars, Mercury, Pluto
The moon and I chat as we
pass each other.
The suo and I v i sit yearly
somewhere.
The stars come out every
night to sparkle and gleam
in the moonlight.
The people feel like
mosquitoes
and the sea is my bath and
my food is the glaciers.
Haley's comet comes every
four years but we haven't
met because he passes too
quickly.

I am a tire swing.
Lots of
people
sit in me.
My friend the
tree is losing
his bark because of some
kids.
I get very wet when it
rains.
I freeze
to death when it snows.
I
have been bit
by a mutt that is a rusty
color.
My rope is breaking.
I had been cut once.
I hit a branch before .
It split me in two so now I
live in a trunk.
I don't work anymore.
Laura Sanders

Jill Storthy
My Bookshelf
I Am A Still Christmas Tree
I am just sitting and no one
is picking me.
I guess I look dull.
I smell like nice evergreen
and still no one picks me.
I hear them laughing at me
and I see them covering
their giggles.
I taste things being thrown
at me and I feel very sad.
I guess no one will buy me
this year and I'll get
thrown away.

On my bookshelf I have
about 444 million people
And each day I open up my
books
And then I have to feed
everybody
Everyday when I go to the
store
I say oops there goes my
allowance
And let me tell you 444
million people is a lot
to feed each day I don't
know why
But there's more books

Susie Kirky

Laura Fields
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Under My Bed
Under my bed
dancing
Under my bed
in school
Under my bed
screaming
under my bed
smushed
under my bed
walking
Under my bed
clipping
under my bed
spending
Under my bed
spinning

Under My Bed
ay barbies are

my bows are

Under my bed is where my
imaginary friend sleeps.
When I am asleep she comes
out and goes away and comes
back.
I never get to see her but
one night I played like I
was asleep and saw her.
She looks just like me.
That is how I know she is
there.

my money is

Allyson Isom

my dolls are
my boxes are
my candy is
my shoes are

my globe is

Leslie Lancaster
Dinosaurs
Dinosaurs are huge and old .
They say they were
dangerous, at least
that's what I've been
told. They did what
they had to do.
I don't
think they would harm me
or you .
So don't think of
them as beasts or you
will be their feasts.
They
are gone for good.
You may see them.
I think
you could.
Just use
your brain .
You will see
them quite plain
in your imagination.
Katie Bauman

Under My Bed
Under my bed are trolls
pacing and dragons dozing.
With witches cooking and
maidens screaming.
Vampires are drooling
and werewolves howling.
I keep a cross and stake
ready with a shotgun and
silver bullets, my jacknife
in my pocket and flashlight
under my Razorback hat.
Kelly Robinson
In My Closet
Don't!
Don't go in my
closet
because if you do you will
get smashed to
death.
Just looking at it
will make you faint
miggly mode mahaya pot
Don't go in!
Don't go in!
Smash!
I warned you, didn't I!
Shaunte Williams
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Greenbrier Middle
Postcard from a Coral Reef
The reef is orange and pink .
The apartments are small
like tiny 5 sided boxes.
There are green starfish
and peppermint shrimp.
The graceful seaweed
waves as butterfly fish
swim by and the shark eats
them all up in one big gulp.
Marilee Jolly
Upon My Bed

When My Mother Leaves Me
Alone At Night
When my mother l~aves ~e
alone at night
I feel like a cold
stone. The eerie - sounds
of the night creatures
look like a wolf with
bloody
teeth to me and the
darkness tastes like
burning coals.
The air that fills my lungs
smells like burnt toast
which has sat for days.

I sit upon my bed.
Matthew Farerner
Upon a white iron bed.
Upon a white iron bed with a
blue quilt.

The Purple Popsicle

Upon a white iron bed with a
blue quilt with my teddy
bear on top.

Purple with ice
on a tan wooden stick
sticks to my tong~e
like a red blazing fire.

I sit upon my bed and read.

Jennifer Wilson

Katie Turner
The Trustworthy Dog
You can count upon a dog
who runs the sheep into the
barn
with the hayloft above
beside the field with the
horse naaahing.
Elizabeth Graham
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A Day With My Grandmother
When my grandmother buys my
baby sister toys
my stomach tastes like a
dozen lemons spoiling in
it.
It hurts like stepping on a
broken glass bottle.
I hear thunder crackling in
my ears
when she buys Mary Sue a
baby doll.
I smell smoke in a forest
fire during the hot noon
hour.
My heart feels like a baby
bawling during the night.

My Great Grandfather Has
Just Died
I sit down at a table
by myself.
We have potatoes, gravy,
ham, and rolls
for l·unch.
I get my potatoes and dump
them
on my tray.
I make indentations for the
eyes, nose, and mouth,
fill them with gravy.
I put the top of the roll
at the top
for his hair
and at the bottom
for his beard.

Mandy Jolly
John Lambert
Corvette
The outside enamel of a
baby blue corvette
makes a glow
as you see it cruising
on the scattered interstate.
Greg Montgomery
My Sad Night at the McLure
School Prom
The pink fruit punch tasted
like salty fish fresh from
the sea.
The sadness of me tasted
like a cottony cracker .
Emily Lewers
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Hastings Ble•entary
Crossett
No
When I ask my mom
a question, she usually says
yes.
But a couple of weeks ago
She said No ! ! !
I said, "What kind of word
is that?"
Tonya Tyler

Lemons and Apples
One day I might feel mean,
·and squishing up inside,
like ~ mouth sucking on a
lemon.
The next day I could
feel
whole and happy and
right, li~e an
unbitten
apple.

Machine Gun Terrier
Jenia King
Machine Gun Terrier raises
his head from
a bloody barbie doll in the
dark spooky alley .
He takes a bath in slimy
water . When he scratches
fur flies everywhere.
He
eats whatever he can find.
He goes everywhere purring
that sound like a machine
gun.
Eric Pearson

Mighty Mountain Lion
Strong and beautiful
Running swiftly through the
mountains
Caring about every animal
it sees.
Its teeth are dull instead
of being real sharp.
It moves like an athlete
running around a track.
Mickey Cathey

Poem
Hearing somebody is
touching you.
San Juan

Country Music
Country music is stupid.
It sounds like the Wild
West.
It smells like beer and
gunpowder.
It feels like the leather
chaps that cowboys wore.
It looks like boring
guitars and flannel shirts.
It tastes like burnt toast.
Rachel Goetz
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Funky the Cat
Funky jumps on his Harley,
his spiked collar glinting
in the sun,
roars off toward the dump,
climbs in his trash can,
slurps and smacks on his
fish - eye pizza.
He purrs like a saber tooth
tiger,
then meows like screeching
tires.
He crashes the Kitty
Concert,
and pops wheelies on the
stage.
Linda Goodwin's 4th grade
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Heber Springs High
His Scrapbook
Newspaper articles
Yellowed with age .
Dust stirring
As I turn the page.
So many memories
Have surfaced again.
I will never love him
Like I did then.
Angie Thompson
Yamaha Winter Morning
Topping the hill at 50
I realized I was freezing .
The wind puffing into my
helmet
Seemed to sing me further
asleep
While the cold c hill jerked
me awake.
They thought I was stuyid,
They thought I was dumb,
But this is what happens
When needing to go to school
My car will not run.
Steve Dawkins
So Much Depends
Upon
a colorful
thunderstorm
arguing with the
sky
beside the
darkness.
John Garlinghouse

Grief, Gloom, and a Dog
Bone
The breeze blows gently
through the room,
The sun casts shadows long.
And I am filled with grief
and gloom
Though nothing,s really
wrong.
My dog is lying on the
floor,
Gnawing on his bone.
I,m wishing I had something
more
Than being all alone.
Being alone can bring
loneliness too,
But something different
now.
I am alone, there is no
doubt,
Yet I,m not lonely somehow.
This lifts the darkness
from my mind,
As shadows leave the room.
I,ll make it through the
day just fine,
For I feel neither grief
nor gloom.
Mark Williams
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So Much Depends
Upon
a small
spoon
steaming with hot
soup

Read this up:
EXPLODES
until it
HIGHER
HARDER LONGER
All it does is grow.
Tension cannot subside.
Cherie Rynosk

beside square
crackers.
Amy Martin
So Much Depends
Upon
a haughty
look

So Much Depends
Upon
a checkered
cloth
spotted with dingy
dirt
beside dirty
dishes.

trembling with ugly
fear

Colleen Sanders

beside a guilty
conscience .

The Stormy Black Sea

Alan Johnson

The stormy black sea
crashes against
the rocks as a gull cries
in the far distance.

Responsibility Lost
Out of a wall of leaves and
trees
crawls the c ry of a child.
His fears sound like rain on
the mulch, as he sits near
his tree .
Although his worries are
ended
his greatest care is
depleted and lost in
the leaves once joined to
his tree.

The skeletal remains of
once vibrant
sea creatures lie crushed
in the wet sand.
The far off rumble of
thunder
competes with the sound
of the crushing sea .
The sound of silence
overwhelms
the night as the sea is
calm once again.

Mark Hallen
Kristi Petit
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Holy Souls
Little Rock
Talking to Helen About A
Magical Fire
As a blaze burns high,
like a flame i n your hand,
While the heat explodes,
like a hot new cup of tea,
The aroma floats into your
nose,
like a c risp new log is
set onto a burning fire .
Sun h i tting your back,
while lying on a beach.
The heat of a fire,
while sweat rolls down
your face .
A magical fire is seen .
Only through your
i maginat i on is it seen.

Talking to Helen
Hello Helen I am going to
play
some music.
I know you
probably
can't hear it.
But you can
imagine what it may sound
like or
think what I'm saying.
When we're done you have to
take a bath
with soap.
It will feel
good running
down your back.
It feels
good
right?
Imagine it as good
as you can.
Do you feel
the heat of the fireplace?
Do you?

Laur e n Patterson
Marie Bruno
Notes . for a Movie Script
Open on man and woman
at a picn ic kissing and
smiling and talking
Next see them runnning to
two nearby hang- gliders.
Watch them talking and
looking at each other at
side view .
See her smiling.
See him smiling .
Next see a look of mortal
terror on the man's face.
See them hit a cliff
Watch as they hit the
ground with a mortifying
thud
Fade Out

Farmer Cuts Out His Own
Gallstone
I lay on my back
I decided the year was bad
I thought of suicide
But then I thought of a
more interesting thought
How -- about removing my
Gallstone?
Ah -- yes of course
I took my switchblade from
my pocket
Then quickly inserted it
Then suddenly the TV
blared:
"It will be a great year
for farmers."
Oh my gosh!

Anonymous
Andy Saurde
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Dead Man in Van Gets Ticket
I was driving along in my
patrol car
when I saw the van weaving
on the street like a snake
on a burning log.
The weaving van stopped as
it came
upon an uphill incline.
The
man was
sitting perfectly still as
if he had
5 poisonous copperheads
coiling at his
feet.
I asked, "Why were
you weaving?"
But he didn't answer.
That's when I realized he
was as dead as a bug
squashed
by an unconcerned foot .
Being new on the
job, I gave him the ticket
and drove away.

It Was So Dry Last Summer
My Cows Gave Powdered Milk
I am a dairy farmer
I have been waiting
all summer for a good
rain but it keeps getting
dryer.
I knew when the
well dried up there was
trouble.
I went to milk
my best cow, Bessy.
She gave me a few drops.
Then all of a
sudden something powdery
started coming out.
At
first
I thought it was sand
then I realized it was
powdered milk!
First
I had to break my contract
with Coleman until we got a
rain.
Then I got a
job selling my powdered
milk
to the Creammate Dairy
Creamer Company.

Lara Barre
Brea Hays
I'm Making It Big With
Beer-Belly Jeans -- Thanks
to My Son's Ghost

An Old Man
am an old man who lives
in the woods.
I see
nothing but wild animals
and my old dog Skeeter.
I
see the trees, the dark
green pine trees as they
sway back and forth.
I

The fat people like my
beer-belly jeans.
I tell
'em
my son give me the idear
'bout ten years after he
kicked
the bucket for cancer.
It
was a
dark night and guess what
happened next.
Ryan Me

I feel that my hand of
cards this Friday
afternoon will be a good
one.
I taste the sweet
taste of winning about
to occur.
I feel that I
will eat
a box of oatmeal for lunch.
Aaron H.
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Notes For a Movie Script
Fade in on the loud phone
screaming
for someone's attention.
Catch the quick hand with
dangling bracelets and
trendy nail polish.
Capture her eyes as they
light up
and see her lips as they
stretch
across her face into a
bright smile.
Hear the faded male voice
pouring
from the receiver saying
goodbye
and a quick,
"See ya at seven."
Fade out on a pair of
tennis shoes
running excitedly up the
stairs.
Shae Williams
lOOth Birthday
I can hear the crackling
bones
when she moves.
I can't see any teeth in her
mouth.
She doesn't know what the
chocolate
cakes taste like.
She can feel her chin
eroding away.
She can't see the man in his
boxers.
She can't hear her fifty
year old
grandkids yelling to her.
She can only hear the
baseball
game with her hot and
melting
hearing aid.
John Crimarco

I Am A Vulture With
Indigestion
I am a vulture with
indigestion.
I just ate a rabbit
hit by a car on the
highway, a snake dried
up by the sun, a cow
killed by a fox, and
an owl that was
just lying there dead.
I am a vulture wtth
indigestion.
I ate a
human, I hope he was
dead.
Brugh Foster
Hate
Hate is like being dead
with no one to bring
flowers.
It sounds like a breaking
china plate.
The sight is a dark room
with only a pinbeam of
light.
The taste is the taste of
dirt under your nails.
It smells as if someone has
freshly painted your room
and you have to sleep
there.
Cynthia Rogers
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What the Rabbit Says

July

I have fur as soft as
cotton, as
white as the gleaming snow
in a dark night.
I am
delicate, like a string of
pearls .
I make
a soft sound, like a
whisper in the night.

July sounds like crickets
in a field
firecrackers popping, shiny
water
splashing on your body.
July looks like a
bottlerocket,
a sheepdog panting.
July feels like the
bathroom
after a hot shower;
sweat drips off your nose
like dew off a leaf.
July tastes like
honeysuckle and watermelon.
July smells like charcoal
in the grill.

Sara Poldrack
Mud
Mud squishes through your
toes
in the baseball field after
a rain .
It goes in your nose and
mouth
when you crawl like a worm
and on your clothes when you
mudwrestle.
If dirt were never mud
we would never have grass .
Mud catches frogs and
splashes
all over them.
4th Grade
I Am A Ballet Shoe
I am a small pink ballet
shoe,
going through the air like a
hummingbird.
Going high, going low,
I'm filled up with a toe.
I smell bad and look bad,
but I'm really quite gay.
I hear the audience
clapping like birds flapping
in clear air .

Class Poem
What the Spider Said
I am a spider,
I walk the face of this
dirty land.
People don't care about me,
they just walk all over me.
I am a spider
I live in a web I made,
people don't notice this
work I've slaved.
All they do is be afraid of
me.
I don't bring them no harm.
I guess I just sort of
alarm.
People are mean, I am the
only one left of my family.
Here comes a tall woodsman.
Oh no, I must leave this
land.
So long for now.
I don't think I'll be for
long.
I am a spider.

Jenny E ic helmann
Jeremy Lewno
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Huntsville Middle
If Dresses Were Mountains

The Lonely Health Nut

everybody would
have to gain
weight.

There once was a lonely
health nut named John.
He was cooking breakfast.
making his super duper
omelet.
when all of a sudden John
cut into
a real bright purple onion.

Michelle Smith
Ghost Gets Speeding Ticket
The unfriendly ghost was
speeding
in his red Z-28 .
A uniformed policeman saw
the speeding red car and
stopped it .
He was wondering who was
driving
the red vehicle.
Then. all of a sudden. the
ghost popped out
from nowhere .
The uniformed policeman
gave a ticket
( for speeding 100 miles per
hour
and scaring the police half
to death. )

He heard a squeal.
John•s
big brown eyes
bulged out of his head.
John fell onto the
checkered floor.
The purple onion ran off.
Chris Kison
About Time
Time slips away fast
like a flying bird in the
sky.
Time is a basic need.
Michelle Smith

Calude Burkhalter
Stars Sound Like
If Cigarettes Were Grizzly
Bears
they would rip up your
lungs.
and you would put them out
in a swimming pool.
And you could not smoke
in the winter.
Robbie St. Clair

Midnight stars sound like
bright tinsel and Christmas
lights
blinking on and off.
Tina Jones
Acrostic
Running

On
Clouds can
Kill you
Donnie Worley
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Oops!
Sleeping Man Gets
Shipped to Funeral Home!
Today I slept late.
I woke up at noon
and I saw dead bodies
lying around me .
They looked like white sheep
and smelled like rotten
cows-they felt like a pillow.
Danny Foster
Haiku
Driving into town,
my black Camaro goes fast.
Blue lights come from
nowhere.
Danny Foster
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Huntsville Upper Ble•entary
It's Waxy

The Worst Mom

It's waxy!
I can't ever Q-tip it.
I've even got a Wet-Willie.
I think I'll take a bath
And wash my ears with soap
and water.

You get up on the wrong
side of the bed.
Your mom yel•ls,
"GETTT! UPPP!"
You go to school.
Everything goes wrong.
You get your report
card: DCBF.
Your mom sees your report
card.
She turns you around and
lectures you for 38 minutes
and then shoves you into
the closet.
You starve.
You are a missing poster.
You "die.
The police discover your
bones in the year 2006.

It's waxy!
My fingers are mushing with
wax,
The wax squeezes out my
ears .
I think I'll wax my car
and use my ear wax!
It's waxy!
I've tried scrubbing,
and now I think I'll scrub
again .
I think I'll cut my ears
off
and sit around in wax!
But it's still waxy!
Denise Klaiss
Sunshine
As the sun
starts to shine
in the treetops,
I can hear the birds
flutter their wings
and start their morning
songs.
Amy Porter

Mark, Fred, and Jamie
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Ji••Y Brown Rle•entary
Star City
I Am A Boiler

Rules for a Saturday Night

I am a boiler
I have hot coals burning,
I look old, but I am warm.
I sound like someone
shooting a BB gun.
I taste like rusty metal,
I look pretty ugly.
I am
supposed to.

l. Get a girl to come eat

Travis Lantz

I Am A Star
I am a star
I shine at night
I see the lights at night
I hear a tornado breaking
homes in two.
I smell flowers blooming.
I taste the black sky.
I touch the moon.
Martha Price
Star
Star is like a diamond
Sprakling in the sky,
Twinkles like a diamond,
Floating in the sky.
It's lost in heaven
Like a dream.
Jamie Cherry

popcorn with me.
2. Then we go to a drive
in.
3. Then I will kiss her.
4. Then I' 11 have to go to
the bathroom and get the
lipstick off.
5. Then get out of the
bathroom.
6. Then ask her to marry
me.
So we
7. She says yes.
live happily ever after
in Fayetteville.
Bracey Wilkerson
Fun
Fun is a wedding bell
chiming.
Fun is seeing heaven.
Fun is smelling your
mother's cooking.
Fun is touching a soft
kitten
When it is asleep.
Erin Greer
I Am A Flower
I am a flower
and bright
And all I can
day long
Is drinking a
Just a little
Billy Sims

all pretty
think of all
light shower,
thunderstorm.
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A Banana Driving a Car

The Doctor's Office

I am a banana.
I see people's mouths all
year round.
My house is a basket.
All day I think of sharp
teeth,
and I see other bananas come
and go.
I should be happy I'm not
gone!

The doctor's office tasted
like
red hots cooked in a stove.
I could hear the babies
crying.
I could see the needle
in the nurse's hand which
was coming
out for me.
Jamie Stone

Wendy Rowland
I Am A Dragon
Rules for Eating Winter
When there is snow on the
ground and it is cold
All you have to do is try
your best
To eat the wind
And
You will be eating winter.
Carrie Holloway
Someone You Don't Like
When you see your friend
playing with someone you
don't like
it feels like touching
a porcupine
Melissa Ann Cunningham

I'm destroying a palace.
So what.
I'm mean.
Nobody can stop me.
I've got to be seen.
My scales are popsicle
sticks.
People think
they can stop me,
but they can't.
I'll say I owe it all to
you.
Jodie Gibson
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Lee Elementary
Springdale
Music Poem
Composed while listening to
"Wild Woman Blues"
You would hear it where oneeyed hillbillies with
tobacco in their
jaws swing on a porch,
where cowboys ride in the
back of an old farm truck.

Music Poem
Composed while listening to
"Wild Woman Blues"
Train going down railroad
tracks
Sounds like a dog running
through a field
Sounds like somebody
dancing in a shower

Jason Ramsey
Eric Bagwell
Music Poem
Composed while listening to
"Wild Woman Blues"
In the park in New York
City,
For the business people
walking by on the way to
"Death Trap"
or the subway,
He or she would play with
their hat out waiting for
money.

Music Poem
Composed while listening to
"Wild Woman Blues"
Makes me feel like I'm
going to succeed in a
contest
Makes me feel like I'm a
curious dog
in the country
on a train
Christy Willis

Jene Huffman
Music Poem
Composed while listening to
"Wild Woman Blues"
Driving down the highway in
a convertible,
there are no other cars
around.
There is tall grass by the
side of the highway .

Music Poem
Composed while listening to
Bach's "Jesu Meine Freude"
The frilly dresses in the
ballroom, moving
gracefully.
The men in their tights and
knickers and fancy jackets.
The leading of the ladies
in a waltz,
Gently.

Robin King and Miss Neasey
Emily Rathburn
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Hubby Pays $3 Million Ransom
For Kidnapping Wife and She
Slaps His Face For Being
Cheap
My husband makes me so
angry!
I wanted a five carat
diamond but it was only
three.
He was going to buy me a
Mercedes Limo, but he only
bought two convertibles.
When we moved her I wanted a
five story house with forty
rooms,
but he bought a four story
house with thirty rooms
and three horse stalls.
He makes me so mad!
And to top it off, I'm being
kidnapped and he only
offers three million
dollars!
That really chaps my hide!
Summer Lamons
Health Nut Gives Up Veggies
When Sliced Onion Screams
in Pain!
I was making a good healthy
breakfast with eggs and
onions.
When I chopped up the onion
it screamed "Help, Murder!"
And he tried to bite me,
and I ran
Into the bathroom, trying
to catch my breath,
When he climbed under the
door.
I blew him away with the
hair dryer,
And he blew away in the
cold breeze.
Rami Nichols
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Lucilia Wood Elementary
Elaine
Roseanne
In the movie, Roseanne,
she would be nice and
not bad mouth people
like she usually does.
She would like to be with
her kids, not smart off
like usual.
It'll just be a whole
different show.
Melinda Norton
I Went to a Dance
A lot of people were jumping
up and down like
grasshoppers.
The light was flashing like
the sun hit on a part of a
window.
It shone .
0, 0 it heat my
eyes
That dance .
Tarsha Ester
On A Saturday Morning
On a Saturday morning me
and
my brother were watching a
scary
movie on cable and suddenly
the TV faded out.
So we
turned the radio on and it
was playing "I need love"
and I asked my brother,
could he capture the beat
of that song .
Woodie Lamb

How To Stop Being Scared to
Death
You can get your Mom
to read you a story
You can turn on a light
in the hall or in the
bathroom
or you can get your Mom to
sit on your bed with you
until you fall asleep.
Or
you can ask her to sit up
and wait until you get over
from your scared mess.
Or you can get in
under the covers
and wait until
it is over.
Angie Jones
Mermaid Found Near Florida
Like a fish in water
she sailed with a shiny
blue crystal coat
from her waist to her tail.
Very long her hair
like yards and yards of
yellow yarn.
Her tail, slicker than ice
after being skated on and
danced on by Freda Stare.
Her eyes oh how beautiful
her eyes were like a big
city
with the color of blue
skies.
Her smile was like it lit
up the
whole world how
pinkish-red her
smile was like a
natural God-given color.
Tukeyua D'meal
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A Small Flower Swaying in
the Wind
I am a small flower
swaying in the wind.
Men walk by me but never
look again.
I am a small flower
swaying in the wind.
Bunnies hop by me but
never stop to see me.
I am a small flower
swaying in the wind.
Nancy Webster

When I Am Planting
When I am planting
I look down the row to
see is everything right the
cotton is white I can feel
the cotton and
touch the cotton it is
smooth sometimes rough.
You stomp your feet real
hard
the cotton will fall down
on the ground cotton
has seeds they are hard
little tiny things.
Nyrita Gray

Poem
Rough feels like a trailer
truck going
over a cattlegap.
Straight looks like a
20-foot-long ruler laid
carefully on the ground.
Mad hears like a scientist
going wild breaking things.
Big tastes like a mountain
rising far into the air.
Scared smells like a little
kitten in a corner with a
dog standing there.
Adam Bowen

The Flower
I am a flower blowing
in the wind, with blue
petals.
I hear a child saying,
"Look!
Look! over there blowing in
the wind is a blue flower."
And the next thing I know
I am saying goodbye to
my friend Sally the
butterfly.
Then I am in a blue
glass. And I'm not blowing
in the wind.
Lisa Armstead
In Memphis
In Memphis
it's raining so hard I
just can't see the clouds
are moving the way the
wind would.
Tmyaka Soimis
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Magnet Cove Elementary
The Stars

December

The stars look like little
dots high in the air.
Stars feel like pointed
mushrooms .
The stars taste like melted
ice cream.
Stars sound like the barking
of a dog in the night,
smell like a baby that just
had a bath.

As we wait for Santa Claus,
I smell the hot chocolate
in the cup in my hands
and drink some once in a
while.
The winter days are cold as
ice
and flurries on your nose.
You get numb toes and
fingers I suppose.
I see the white carpet on
the lawn
and the snowman by the
dead bushes.
I hear the crackling of the
ice
and sausage by the fire.
But as I go to bed I think
of things that have
happened.

Nickel Bivens
December
December sounds like
Salvation Army Santa
Clauses
ringing bells and cars
honking in the parking lot.
December tastes like snow
ice cream, hot coffee,
sugar cookies, candy canes.
December feels like a
snowball in the back.
December smells like pine
trees, smelly raincoats,
and hot cider.
December looks like blinding
snow on the playground,
red and green ribbons on
the streetlights,
holly wreaths,
Christmas tree lights
through the windows.

Penny Spencer
Embarrassed
Embarrassed is like finding
yourself without any
clothes and running out in
a football field before
the game's over and
thinking
someone else is your dad
and pulling his wallet out
of his pocket.
Lynne Moore

Miss Guin's Third Grade
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October
October smells like a candle
burning in a Jackolantern
and pine trees.
October tastes like Hershey
Bars, peanuts, and apple
cider.
October sounds like leaves
rustled by the wind, ghosts
moaning from the grave.
October feel alike a pink
denim jacket, sweaty hands
from holding a bucket of
candy.
October looks like yards
rolled with toilet paper,
sleeping trees,
a yellow moon in the sky,
a dummy hanging from a
tree.
Class Poem
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Maa•oth Spring Middle and High
The Clock

This Is Just To Say

Its hands are reaching into
time.
It has thrown away the past
and is reaching for the
future.
Each digit engraved is a new
beginning
But soon will be the past
again.

I have eaten
the birdseed
that was in
the feeder

Anonymous
How To Know For Sure When
You're In Mammoth Spring

and which
the birds were probably
saving
for dinner.
Forgive me
they were terrible
so gooky
and so crunchy
Cathy Tram

You know for sure you're in
Mammoth Spring
when you can go to bed with
your doors unlocked.
You know for sure you're in
Mammoth Spring
When people know more about
you
Than you do yourself.
Christy Washam

The Task
Gracefully rippling,
shimmering in the sun
Contracting and expanding
as the work gets done,
Glistening beads of sweat
give their testimony to the
cause
Feeling a steady rhythm
with no room for pause.

This Is Just To Say
I have ripped my jeans
that you have just bought
and which you saved a lot
of money to buy.
Forgive me but next time
you should hide the scissors
Phoenix Andrews

The world is but an aching
stretch of sinews, twisting
to the pace,
While time, although an
abstract and distant force,
seems quickly by to race.
Goals begin fading into the
dark cloak of forgetfulness
While the finish of one
tiresome task is what one
seeks to find.
Aundra Robertson
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The Baby Blues
My dad's going to kill us
when he hears the news.
It's been 3 months and he
still has no clues .
I've been worried sick over
his reaction .
When he gets
through we may both be in
traction. My Dad's going to
kill us when he hears the
news. He is going to kill us
because of the baby blues.
Kandy Mullins
The Tornado
The tornado comes
like a stampede of horses.
It is great as a bell
moving.
It takes everything in its
path
and always gets its way.
Cathy Traw
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McGehee Elementary
My Brother

The Microorganism Girl

My brother likes to tell me
what to say and do.
I do it
because he is older
than me.
He looks like a goat
and a cat put together;
He eats like a pig
and walks like a dog,
and at night he sleeps
like a bat
standing up.

I know a girl
that is a barrel of
microorganisms
She tries to kill my white
blood cells
but my white blood cells
kill her
Then she becomes two
barrels of microorganisms
She tries to kill my white
blood cells
Then she tries to kill me
But I kill her.

Doreen Jackson
Derrick Jiles
The Girl I Met
A Girl
The girl I met
was beautiful as a butterfly
When she sits in the sun
She turns as red as a
fireball
and her hair stands up.
Her eyes turn red and blue.
When she wakes up
she gets fatter and fatter
until the bed falls through
the floor.
She gets thin, then night
comes.
She turns into a werewolf.
She is half cat and half
dog.
Her mother came over to her
house.
She yelled so hard
She broke the windows.
Then the werewolf bit her
and she became a werewolf
too.
Roy Guy

There's this girl I like,
I like when she runs her
soft fingers through her
hair,
When she looks at me with
her gloomy eyes,
And when she wears her hair
pinned.
Brad Everett Murphee
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Girls
At first they were like
dark clouds.
In the first grade, they
were just a peak of sun.
In the second, they were
like a pond filled with
golden fish.
In the third, they were
like a cool day.
In the fourth, they were
like an apple blossom just
blooming.
In the fifth they were like
the sun rising in the
morning.
I love girls.
Shaun Brazil
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North Heights Junior High
Texarkana

Newsflash :
Angry Ghost of
Transplant Donor Wants Heart
Back!
I thought, hey,

I won't need

it.

I told Caspar, "My heart
belongs to somebody else.
All I have is this cold wind
right here,"
and I thumped my chest.
I'm heart less i I'm not above
scaring someone to death.
All I want is what's mine.

Romance -- Is It the
Ultimate Baldness Cure?
I was bald
for sixteen years
Always drowning
myself in tears
Until one night
It was very late
I met my
ultimate mate

Ms. Powell's 9th Grade Class
Keeping my pressure down
was a real fight
My Grandfather
My grandfather is deer
hunting.
He feels the smoothness of
the gun.
He sees woods surrounding
him.
He smells fresh air.
He tastes the cookies he
brought to snack on.
He hears birds chirping and
squirrels chattering.
He is thinking about that
one buck that walks out.

The romance began
as she rubbed my head
I was hoping
She'd kiss me instead.
But something wonderful
happened.
It was a glorious sight.
In a way it was
a terrible fright.
Yes, romance is a
cure for baldness.

James Perry
Bluebells
A bell that rings but has no
sound,
yet the sound of the bell
makes the
angels sing.
Aaron Fromby

But will someone give
me a cure
for a mohawk?
Michelle Jones
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Notes for a Movie Script
Fade in -- an airy sunlit
studio.
Picture delicate dancers
stretching on the barre.
The exercises begin
as the students shift
their minds to a different
state.
Zoom in on the ballerina's
poise and gracefulness
as she becomes buried in
work .
Cut to the concentration of
sweaty and tired dancers
putting all their energy in
the pirouettes and grande
jetes .
Focus on the air of
determination about the
group as they forget the
outside world and live for
the steps they dance.
Picture the worn and limp
bodies stretching their
tired muscles .
Fade out on dancers thinking
of the next practice, the
new choreography, the next
dance.
April Kreidler

Should I Marry the Burglar
Who Stole My Heart?
I heard someone open the
door .
The alarm clock said 15
till 4.
Jumping out of bed and
grabbing a gun,
I ran down the stairs and
into the kitchen.
I saw him right away.
We looked into each other's
eyes.
Love at First Sight.
He had the TV and VCR
But he dropped them right
away
and ran into my arms.
Little did I know that
while we were hugging, he
was
putting my heart into
his pocket.
Laurie Martin
My Father
My father is working at the
mill.
He sees machines twisting,
punching, and pulling.
He tastes the hot air
moving around the room.
He hears the loud whistles
and big trucks in the
background.
He feels the stiff gloves
on his hands.
He smells the melting metal
oozing through the mill.
He is thinking of which
button to push next and of
his soft bed at home.
Tara Reid
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My Sister
My sister is dreaming about
her job .
She sees the money she'll
make one day.
She hears the steady
tapping of the cash
registers.
She feels the cold of the
lettuce as she weighs it.
She can smell the mixed
scents of the different
foods.
She thinks, "Maybe some day
I'll get a good job and
make lots of money."
She is like a mule, she
works hard.
She looks like an angel
when she ' s asleep.
Why doesn't she always
sleep?
Casey Hoage
If Fingers Were Jellyfish
I'd give everyone a stinging
greeting as I shake their
hand.
My tendrils would soak into
keyboards of a grand piano
as I played
Beethoven's Fifth.
Everything I touch would be
given a slimy grimy residue.
My manicurist would have
to soak my tendrils in
salty
water two, maybe three
times a day.
My applause would be
silent.
Cheryl Kite

Mom Sells Kidney to Buy
Furniture
She walks through Moore's.
She looks about the
warehouses with a
desperately sad face.
I know she longs for a new
couch with matching love
seat and recliner.
At home, the worn and
battered sofa shows the
miles of wear
with
stains of spilled drinks
and
wet bathing suits.
A wide, toothy grin mouths
convincing words
of pursuasion.
With a final decisive look,
she declares she has had
enough.
The sette has seen its last
battle with a weekend
severe!
With medical ID card in
hand, she mysteriously
marches out the showroom
doors to make a final
attempt at redecoration.
Hold that divan, she shouts
as she turns the corner.
Being the generous soul
that she is, she gives her
kidney to a needy soul, in
return she has the promise
of a new decor.
She has a look of
satisfaction as she strokes
the arm of her brand new
chair.
With a sly grin, she looks
at my dad and says,
that refrigerator sure
doesn't keep cool like it
used to.
April Kreidler
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Oscar Hamilton Elementary
Foreman
Waterfalls

My Cow's Name is Vanity

Waterfalls sound as if
they were roaring
to the people around them.
Waterfalls look as if
they have long hair
that flows over the rocks.
Waterfalls smell like
a flower in the spring.
Waterfalls taste like
clean aod clear water
from a fountain.

She smells like the morning
air.
She looks like a two- ton
red and white buffalo.
She sounds like a young
calf mooing for mother.
She walks like an old
grandma she's so slow.

Lacie Broomfield

Dreams

In My Closet
I know there's a c andy
monster
because my candy from
Halloween
is still in there .
The caramel is waiting
for me to come in there
so it can melt all over me.
The Hersheys are lurking
around the corner
waiting to give out their
fresh scent
so I can fall
into THEIR trap
to eat ME.

Waylon Grun

sometimes come true
for me.
I see people
from the graveyard
rising from the cemetery.
I can see myself falling
off of a tall building.
I imagine my parents
dying sometime.
I dream
I'm in a new world
every day.
When I watch
scary movies, I dream about
them.
I feel emotions in
my dreams that make me want
to cry.
Every person has to have a
bad dream
sometime.
Charles Beard

Mary Ann Jackson
At Venus
If you were at Venus
you would see weird things
and you might even see an
alien with two antenna.
If you see one
don't tell me.
It wasn't my fault you
went.
Matthew Whisenhunt
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Apples on My Shoes

She Has Nothing

Apples on my shoes
slush everywhere I walk.
And when I walk,
I leave apple juice
on floors everywhere.
Apples on my shoes
look and feel silly.
Apples on my shoes
squash everytime I walk.
Apples on my shoes
look red and very big and
juicy.
Apples on my shoes are fat.
When I walk,
I have to push real hard
for it to squash
and make apple juice on the
floors.
When I walk,
my apples on my shoes get
bruises.

She has nothing.
She thinks about nothing.
But this doesn't mean she
is nothing.
She does nothing.
She makes nothing,
but this doesn't mean she
is nothing.
She hears and sees nothing.
She smells nothing.
But I say again
This doesn't mean she is
nothing.

Talitha Kegley
My Favorite Dream
I dreamed my mama married a
rich man.
We moved to a town called
Rich Man Land.
We lived on hills that were
hilly.
We had twenty- five rooms
that were chilly.
We had a large hall.
And we had a grandfather
clock
that was twenty feet tall.
Tiffany McElroy

Latrice Nelson
Fighting Fire with
Granddaddy
My granddad is a
firefighter
and won an honor award.
When I'm at his house,
I never get bored.
Sometimes, when I spend the
night,
The phone rings and there's
a fire to fight.
We grab our boots, coats,
and pants,
To brush our teeth, there's
no chance.
So off to the fire we are
then bound,
Too late for the house, but
we save the ground.
David Babcock
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The Disturbed Cow

If Crawdads Were Teachers

I slammed the door ;
it sounded like a bomb
going off.
Then I went to the shed
to get my uncle's
four-wheeler.
It felt like a bumblebee
inside me.
And then I was off to the
hog pen
and then to the cow pasture
when it happened.
I was motorcrossing and a
cow had just had a baby.
I disturbed her and she
chased me.
The bad part is I ran out of
gas and I only had my legs
to get away .

If a crawdad were the
teacher,
and I asked for help,
he would come by and eat
me,
and he would eat the whole
classroom,
and the other students.
And the principal would
fire him.
But he would eat her up
into six pieces.
And the guard would shoot
him,
but he would come back to
life every time.

Jason Foster

Each Day on the Farm

Riding My Horse
I see my horse grazing in
the pasture.
I smell the hay in the
field.
I taste the fresh grass my
horse is eating.
I hear his breath when I
lean against him.
I feel his warm body as I
stand close by his side.
Stephanie Trim

LaShanda Richard

I see the sky above so blue
And the grass beneath my
feet so green
And the rose smells so
sweet
And the cows looking quite
strange at you
And the fish just a biting
And the sheep going ma ma
And the rats bothering you.
And the farmers are working
hard,
And the farmers are
planting milo seeds.
The cats are chasing mice
quietly in the barn.
The grass is covered with
morning dew.
Poor Peter is busy pulling
up weeds.
That's how it is, each day
on the farm.
Allison LaVoice
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Parson Hills Elementary
Springdale
Seven Ways to Make Your Life
Happier and More Rewarding

Parents Send 4-Year-Old
Daughter by Mail

The first way to make your
life happier and rewarding
is to win a million dollars.
Number 2 is buy a swimming
pool .
3. Throw your husband out!
4. Party all night
5. Run up the phone bill
6. Leave the radio way up
all night
7. Buy florescent clothes

The kid was a letter
waiting to be mailed
The gleaming white of her
hair contained the zip
code
the city state and box
was in her bright blue eyes
She was playing charades
and pretended she was a
letter
Before too long her parents
sent her to Korea.
She was
trained to be a Ninja.
She
karate chopped people who
stole mail.
Someone karate chopped her
zip code and she died.

The reward out of it all
1. You can buy anything you
want
2 . Swim all day
3. You can date again
4 . Have fun
5. You c an gossip more
6. disturb the neighbors
7 . Everybody can see you

Crystal Wood
If Chairs Were Nightmares
If chairs were nightmares,
we would have comfortable
scarys .
We would have wood
horribles
and soft weirds.
We would sit in nightmares.
We would have colored
grosses
And arms and legs on
nightmares.
Brandi Fox

Steve B .
Accused Killer Avoids Trial
by Eating his Knives,
Forks!
I am a killer and I killed
my wife because I hated
the way she slept, fought,
and baked an angel food
cake.
So I killed her and
cut her up in little bites
and ate her, but I left
her molar on the table,
and the police saw
it but I told them that
I pulled a tooth. And then
they came back and knew
that I ate her and so
for me to prove that I was
innocent I ate my knives
and forks
because they had her
stomach prints on them.
Dennis Hash
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The Seven Slobs

Only Me

Seven silly slobs
Sat in satin silken chairs
Comparing themselves with
animals.
The first one said .
I'm as sloppy as a pig in
mud .
The second said .
I'm as ugly as a frog in
water.
The third one said .
I'm as fat as an elephant.
The fourth one said .
I eat so much I may as well
be a baby bird.
The fifth one said .
I'm as hairy as a dog!
The sixth one said .
I'm as short as a snake
lying down .
And finally the seventh one
said .
I'm all those things so I'm
sloppy
ugly
fat
I eat too much
hairy
short
So what can I be ?

Nobody sees
Me.

Christina Thornburg
My Sister Is Like a Flute
My sister is like a flute
because she sings high notes
and is smooth and peaceful.
Jennica Lynn Pearson

Nobody sees
What I see.
For in back of
My eyes,
There is only me.
Lisa Barrows
My Dad
My dad crows every morning.
He gets up at the break of
dawn,
stands on a perch and
hollers.
By the time the sun comes
up he has everyone up.
Walks around the block.
Pecking and finding food is
his game.
Got some baby chicks.
Playing and raising them
his way.
Crows them to sleep.
It is
sometimes easy.
Wife always there when he
needs her.
Chicks watching the rooster
work and crow.
Fun to play with Big and
Red.
His real name is "Stan."
Stanette Cook
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Roger Rabbit

Clutz

He sounds like a singing
parrot .
He looks like a punk circus
clown .
He tastes like a rotten
marshmallow
wrapped in a washcloth.
He smells like carrot
cologne
and lettuce and buttery
potato deoderant .
He feels as soft as a
parrot's feathers .

Clutz is my robot .
My
classmates
all say their X201 robots
are better
than Clutz.
They can cook,
clean, play spaceball.
Clutz can cook, clean, play
spaceball.
He might make a
mess every once in a
while.
One day my
so-called friends
challenged me and Clutz to
a game of Spaceball.
So I
said OK.
So what do you
know, we won!

Mrs. Kaufman's Second Grade

Mat Blakemore
My Bratty Sister
One day I got really mad
at my sister.
She kept
hitting me .
I felt like an elephant's
rough skin.
I got so mad I tasted burnt
pizza
and thought I was going to
roar a lion's roar .
Angie Deiterman
The Butterfly
One day I was in the woods.
I looked down and found a
butterfly.
It looked like a rainbow
with different colors.
It felt like a piece of silk
cloth.
It sounded like the wind
blowing in my ear.
I think its wings were
hurting.
Jack
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Pleasant View High
Ozark
A Young Psychomaniac

A Fat Pig Rolling in Leaves

When I was born, I banged my
head on the wall .
I ate rollie-pollies and had
big feet .
I hated my sister's ketchup
sandwiches .
I grabbed an electric fence
and picked up a snake,
stuck a fish - hook in my
pal11,
smashed my fingers in
doors.

A black and rotten
The skin of a dead
The sweaty armpits
ogre.
Bloody, rotten fly
a sandwich.

•

I was smarter than I am
now.
Ms. Profitt's Class
When I was Little
I used to run and play,
was a tomboy.
I cried and sang,
played a fiddle.
I was clumsy
but I would climb trees as
high as I could go.
My mom used to beat 11e with
a flyswatter.
I wanted to be a quarterback
for the Dallas Cowboys.
I lived in Detroit.
I liked to wear my dad's
cowboy boots.
At the zoo, I crawled
underneath the fence
where the zebras were.
Ms.

Profitt's Class

tomato.
chicken.
of an
guts on

Anonymous
This Nerd Needs Help
This nerd just got into a
fight
with a guerilla that had
rabies.
This guy needs to take a
bath.
He's a roadkill that's
been dead for a week.
He wants a good low- fat
meal
if you were a cannibal.
Greg Gowing
First Snow
First snow of the season
Sunset on a mountain
Sand between my toes
A day in spring
Autumn leaves falling from
the trees
Walking in the woods
A whippoorwill's song
The change from day to
night
Alecia Powell
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The Studies

The Mulberry River

The thump of my heart
The controversy of my brain
I give it my all to
make the grade!

Its birth northwest of my
abode
The klng's river one of its
true brothers
Its course being much the
same as my life
It starts out as an infant
growing as it lives
And as it grows older it
becomes moody
with calm humble settings
with occasional anger
contained in its rapids

Jill Ruston
White
White is a color which
makes people believe in
themselves.
White gives people security
when they are insecure.
White is a color of love.
White makes you see
beyond yourself and beyond
the horizon of tomorrow.
White is a mixture of all
colors .
White is the color in
which I love.

It is fed by smaller life
supports known
geographically as
tributaries
But more than it needs
others need it
For it in itself supports
life of the vegetated
environment around its
abode.

Billie Jo Jones
Rainy Sleep
The blue-gray sky
a dreary room
It starts to rain
on a tin roof
My eyes grown heavily
sleep fills my eyes
my dreams are easy
as I wonder about
my oncoming surprises!
Jill Ruston

It itself like a large
snake starting small
at the end and growing as
it continues
but it inures the life of
its father the Arkansas
Whose life much the same
just on a larger scale
You see this is much the
same as my life.
Rusty Shankle
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Pocahontas High
The Many Smells of My Father

Father of the Bride

My dad comes home
with a greasy smell,
when he takes off his
stinking shoes,
I start to yell.
I tell him he smells
like an old goat,
but he just laughs
and lights a smoke.
The smell lingers
all through the house
and when he hugs my mother
the grease gets on her
blouse.
Then he decides
to take a shower
and when he comes out
he smells like a scented
flower.

As I open the door, I
search the crowd,
instead of being drunk, I
should be proud.
I wasn't included in her
special day,
but I put on my sweats and
came anyway.
With spearmint gum in my
mouth and Freezone on my
feet,
I light up a cigarette and
take my seat.
As I watch the ceremony, I
feel my stomach churn
as I realize I am missing
As The World Turns.

Sandy Burnett, Anna Burtman,
Pam Fulther, Tammy Davis

Keith Waymon, Stephanie
Bagwell, Kelly Oaks, Tony
Shepard

Dad

Myself,

He is the farmer behind the
desk,
The couch potato who always
smells good.
He controls our lives with
the changer,
switching our channels back
and forth .
He loves us, this we know,
but sometimes he does not
let it show.
He makes his money by
pushing buttons
just like the buttons on
the changer.

I have great self-esteem
with a spirit that really
gleams.
I like myself not in
vanity,
but in the sense I am true
humanity.
I don't like the
expression, "You're a hunk
o' man,"
because I like myself for
who I am.
In this writing, I am not a
bragger,
but rather someone who
matters.

Ashley Bennett, Meredith
Brown, Leigh Rose, Craig
J. Hibbard

C.J. Vandergill
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Rules for Playing Football
on the Moon
1.
Make everyone wear
gravity boots
where they can stick to the
surface
and be able to run.
2.
Have everyone wear
nothing but shorts and
T-shirts
on the dark side of the
moon .
3.
Pink Floyd would be the
halftime band
and the cheerleaders would
be lunatics
and the umpires would be
astronauts.
4.
Then it would be one
small pass for man and one
big pass for humanity.
Duane Money
Fuschia
Looking at the sky as the
sun sets
shades marching to the beat
of a drum.
The natives in their homes,
enjoying the rich vibrancy
surrounding them,
an orchid richer than
blush,
staining the ordinary,
causing interest,
a step down from royalty,
still looking regal, like a
tropical flower,
holding up its head for the
world to see.
Toni Griffith, Laurie
Vandergriff, Dana Sutton,
Debbie Manis, Joe Grider

Seven Reasons?

Why?

Dad, can I stay out late?
No, because .
I.
you need a lot of
sleep
II.
you have no business
out that late
III. Charles Manson might
escape
IV. only scroungers and
scragglies are out that
late
V. there's a full moon out
VI. the liquor store closes
at 12 anyway
VII. and because I said so
Becky Hufstedler, Candi
Gazaway, Shawn O'Donnell,
Travis Bagwell, Terri
Dickey
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Richland Elementary
West Memphis
Christmas

Blue

Christmas is
so very fun.
I know Santa
Is not real.
I'm
Sure you know it, too,
But on the night
That Santa comes
Go to bed
Says Mom.

Blue is the color of the
sky
and is the blue nest of my
face
when I am cold.
Misty Nichols

A Dog
Jacquelyn Sturch
My Dad's Smile
My dad smiles
like a funny bear,
And sometimes he smiles
So funny
He makes me jump
In the air.
Trip Cook
Mrs. Hughes' Class Poem
The tiger could never look
at baseball cards
because he can't drive to
the store
in a greenish- blue car.
Whales
Whales are yellow maybe
even red.
But whales that
are yellow are probably
dead.
Cody McNutt

I saw
a little dog
he looked at
me
I gave him
some food and
he went away

Latoya Wallace
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Searcy High
Cowardice in the Old West

Blind Date:

I went back in time.
I left my bagels fermenting
in the sun.
I found myself standing in
the Old West watching a
gunfight .
One cowboy got scared.
I was strangled by the smell
of dust scattering as he
ran.
He must have felt as if he
were doing the breast stroke
through syrup.
Suddenly, I witnessed a
fleeing coyote with its tail
between
its legs.
It sounded like the squeal
of a dying guinea pig.

I felt the spray of cold
water from the polluted ·
waterfall
sprinkling on my face on
that cold winter day
as I waited for my blind
date.
He was an obese ~thlete
that had just run a mile in
track.
He had sweat rolling down
his back.
His voice reminded me of
the incessant chatter of a
thousand insects outside my
open window
on a hot, humid summer
night.
When he kissed me his lips
tasted like an unripe
persimmon.
As he finally drove away,
I saw the thick steam
rolling off the street
after a heavy shower.

Shane Benbrook
The Streets
I felt despair
as I held my best friend in
my arms
as his life faded away.
As I entered my
grandparents' house
I smelled the must in the
air.
They offered me white
bread,
and I soaked in water
before I ate .
I walked along the streets
and heard the deep groan
of a tugboat's horn
as if left harbor.
I could see the old,
abandoned office building
crumbling on the corner
where my friend had just
died .
Sonny Bradley

Despair

Jennifer Sims
Kitchen Sink
As I drove home in my new
Porsche
I heard screeching tires
and crackling metal
and swallowed my bubblegum.
Later, while baking cookies
for my boyfriend,
I got salt in a cut
and dropped my engagement
ring down the kitchen sink.
Lesley Jackson
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Senior Citizen's Day
July 4, 1939
As we slurped on vanilla
ice cream and sipped on a
large glass
of ice tea, William Henry
Wilburnoker cut the big,
fresh
watermelon on this hot
summer day
as a cool breeze blew
through
Grandma Wilburnoker's hair.
Edward Foster
Bad Luck
After a hard day's work,
the filthy miner that
drudged in the mine
drives to his farm a dirty
trailer that hauls pigs.
He gets stopped on the busy
freeway for speeding.
While getting out at his
house, he tumbles to the
ground and tastes a mouthful
of dirt.
After all this bad
luck,
he burns his hand on the
torch
while fixing his trailer.
Greg Yarbrough

Loneliness
The heartbroken woman sat
in the Cheer's bar eating
cold french fries
without ketchup while
listening to the lone bass
singer in the barber shop
quartet.
While drowning
her sorrows, she read the
farewell letter from her
lover that looked like
paper without lines.
She
went to the bathroom
and wiped her eyes
with the unscented toilet
paper.
She went back and drowned
her sorrows
in a bag of chips.
When
she came to the last one,
she left the one chip in
the bag.
Nicole Walls
Anxiety
Smells like the doctor's
office after the graduation
party
Tastes like zingy Trident
gum before the first date
Feels like the cold
literature book before the
final exam
Looks like a lawn that
grows faster than it can be
mowed.
Billy Griffin
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Blind Date

Regret

Before my date arrived, I
was nervous.
When he got there, it was
like a cast coming off my
arm after being there for
six weeks.
When I sat in the car it
was like the creak of a bed
after a long day.
When we
got to the bar, my beer
tasted like a coke on a
hot day in July after
mowing the lawn.
After we
got parked, each free
breath was l1ke coming up
for air after swimming on
the bottom of Greers Ferry
Lake. When I got home, I
embraced my mother as if I
had been lost for four
hours.

Sounds like splitting
hickory wood
crashing from a limp,
jagged limb
in the'eye of a storm.
Looks like sanguine blood
oozing - from a diamond-back
rattlesnake
on a West-Texas road.
Feels like the piercing
point of a sterile needle
thrusting itchy extract
deep in the quivering
muscle of my left arm.
Smells like the saturated
coat of my jet-black
Labrador after a swim in a
stagnant pool of water on a
sweltering summer day.

Kelly Nichols
Tastes like emerald- green
fungus from the inner walls
of a narrow crack in
Mammoth Springs Caverns.
Jimmy Lewis
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Sheridan Elementary
Winter

Fear

Wind blows
In my eyes
Now it dries them out
Tell my mom and she said
Either stay outside or in
your
Room and play games.

Fear is like a
road with a dead
end.
Like a maze with
no exit.
Like a TV show
with no sound.
Fear is like a big
campfire with no water
to put it out.
Fear is like a bottle
with a tight seal on it.

Daniel Stovall
Anger
Dip a handful of little
sister into a pot.
Then
pour a cup full of salt,
then warm it.

Harvey Beech

Wendy Ausbrooks

There are creepy things
Under my bed like spiders.
Snakes, dead people and
other
Things I hate.
When my
Mom comes in my room
She looks like a pile of
Bones.
One night I was
lying
In my bed and something
grabbed me and I went
Squeak, Squeak, Squeak
under my bed.
Under my bed is darkness.
So look at the sign that
says
Danger down there Look out!
Danger ahead!

Love
Love can be hard, like
cement,
Beautiful as the flowers,
Or even gloomy, like a rainy
day.
Love can be sad or tragic.
It can also be frantic as
the wind.
Jeremy Estell
Sky
Silent yawning
Kindness, a
Young day is arriving.
Carrie Golden

Under My Bed

Misty Cullins
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Your Looks
Your hair is black like a
burnt frying pan with
grease
slopped in the middle
Your ears are as big as an
elephant on a hot summer
day
Your skin is white
as a ghost in a pool of
dogs harping at the moon .
Paul
Death

•

Dead
Ever
After
The
Heart stops.
Mi c hael Medzzo
Mustang
Mountain lion's prey
Untameable
Stallion
Tall,
A horse eating grass and
oats
Not gentle -- a
Great warrior .
Jeremy Thomason
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Saith Elementary
Springdale
Cheetah

Chinese Pug

Running fast in the middle
of May
Hunting swiftly for my prey.
Growling and pouncing better
than ever.
Kill1ng them gently,
Dead forever.

A Chinese Pug is small
With a flat nose like a
horn
It has a short tail that
curls over its back
Its eyes are like musical
keys
Its bark has a sweet sound
like music
Its body is small with
wrinkles
It's so ugly it's cute

Jesse Matlock
How To Break Your Arm
At night climb the monkey
bars
To see the stars.

Michael Smith
The Man That Is No More

Kevin Simpson
Postcard from Kansas
When you coae to Kansas you
can see flat rolling plains
in every direction and look
at fields of golden wheat
wave to you when the
wind blows.
As you leave Kansas the
gentle blow of wind and
friendly scenes leave you
as you come back to the
sights and sounds of the
city.
Jamie Morse
Whale Instincts
Fade in Mother Shamu in the
tank .
The other whales move in.
The baby is born.
The
whales push up the baby to
breathe .
Fade out .
Aran Cappello

A man was walking down the
street.
"Gosh," he said, "I'm tired
on my feet."
Walking slower, slower he
did
Soon his size was as tall
as a kid's.
Sinking slowly to the
ground,
Downward, Downward bound.
Laura Carnes
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Cleaning
Sneak Out
I sit watching my
mother pick up toys in my
brother's room .
She has on
an old shirt and jean
shorts
she sings as sh~ works.
The dog's barking outside
the window,
I turned my head and now
she's gone.
Lora

The first time I sneaked
out at night was when
I was seven years old.
That
was when I had no place to
go.
Stephanie Dinson
Ostrich Omelette

My great - grandmother sitting
down to paint.
Me, my sister, my cousin,
and my aunt all watch as the
brush goes by with a swish
so faint .
She paints eighty flowers
which I see directly behind
her.
And me, my sister, my
cousin,
.
and my aunt all have gone
while my great grandmother
is still painting and the
brush is still swishing
though not so faintly.

Ostrich omelette,
Yummy treat,
Lots of eggs,
and lots of meat.
Buy forty pounds of
Monterrey Jack
Mix it in a red backpack
Pour it in a twelve foot
skillet
Fry it good and then chill
it
Invite sixty friends for an
omelette dinner
Tell them to eat it and
they won't be thinner
When they're full put the
rest in the trash
Your mice will eat it and
so will your rats.

Sara Watson

Andy Childs

Painting

Unicorn
Unicorns
Nice and
Intelligent
Cause the Importance
Of
Roaming a little
Now and then.
Marnette Faddis
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In My Room
In my room
Late at night
When there's not a single
light
The shadows sneak around my
bed
Down the hall
Close to my head
But soon they will go
When the dawn begins to
break.
They sneak back into the
closet waiting until
the sun sets in the west.
Jamie Morse

•

How To Be A Hillbilly
Take some grass
and chew, chew, chew
And then take one of your
newest shoes
Poke ten holes right by your
toes
Make sure the holes are way
down low
Listen to a banjo
Strum, strum, strum
Go to a square fun, fun, fun
Swing your partner round and
round
Here we go 1, 2, 3
That's how you be a
hillbilly.
Laura Carnes and Jennie
Woods
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Staaps High
So Much Depends

Ola Mae Johnson

upon
the
small
black spider
diligently weaving
the web of entanglement
hidden in the corner.

So much depends upon
An unselfish, omniscient
Grandmother
Decorated with unkind
Time
Beside the ever-lit
Stove

Amanda Paige Black

Kim Burks

Freddie Leaper

This Is Just To Say

Freddie was a handsome man
who went off to war
Freddie was an intelligent
man
who went off to war
Freddie was a man with a
family
who went off to war
Freddie was a Christian man
who went off to war.
Freddie was a surviving man
who came home from war
Fredd i e was a man who
was battered and bruised
Freddie was a man who
couldn't tie his shoes
Freddie was a man who
was all alone
Freddie was a man who
had no home
Freddie was a man who
shot down the door
Freddie is a man who
they put on the 4th floor .

I have loved
the boy
who lived down
the road
And who
you were intimately
seeing
for years
Forgive me
He was bad
So white
And so rich
Kim Burks
This Is Just To Say
I have torn the new jeans
that were in your closet
with the tag still on them
and which you were probably
saving for a date

Vince Grimmett
Forgive me
They just looked
better on me.
Jennifer Nash
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Is a Cat a Cat?
What is a cat?
Is a rat a cat?
Is it a cat because it has
four legs or a nice fur
coat?
Is a horse a cat because it
has four legs?
Is a rich woman a cat
because she has a nice fur
coat?
What is a cat?
Is a cat a cat?
Gary Davis
Doll
She's saving her money
For
a
Rainy
day
For she likes a little
Doll down
At
the
Little 5 cent store on
Main Street
Billy Porter
Midnight
Under this place lies a
great bucking hoss.
There never lived a cowboy
he couldn't toss.
His name was midnight; his
coat black as coal.
If there's a hoss heaven,
Please God,
Rest this hoss.
Chad Murphy
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Tyson Elementary
Springdale
Purdy

A Clock

Purdy is a dog of black and
brown
a Doberman to be precise.
She rolls in a ball and
shivers when thunder rolls
and lightning cracks .
She sleeps on my bedroom
floor .
The slightest twitch of her
ears proves
she's dreaming.
She jumps
startled by the storm and
shakes her half-witted
body.
Lays down and yawns,
her sharp incisors gleaming,
and sleeps once more .

Looks like a cake with
different size slices every
time you look.
Looks like a face with many
different expressions.
Looks like twelve little
people all holding hands.
Jennifer Jones
Willie

Stephanie Phillips

Willie my dog bounds across
the lawn like a rabbit in
full swing.

Excited

He stinks like he's been 10
rounds with a skunk.

Excited is finding a lost
dog at the library.
Excited is like smelling
steak on a grill in the
summer .
Excited is seeing your
grandparents on Easter.
Excited is touching a soft
white cat at the mall.
Excited is like spending
the night with your best
friend.
Excited is like touching a
bald head.

There are so many burrs on
him, he looks like a
Christmas dog.

Holly Blevins

If you scratch him behind
the ears he'll always ask
for more.

Yet when you look in those
great wet black eyes
You see a different kind of
dog.
He looks at you with those
loving eyes,
and he cocks his head in
question.

Scott Wages
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Weird People

If Bells Were Hearts

I wonder what weird people
think is weird?
It could be .
How hard is it to nail
jello to a wall?
Why do people drive on
parkways and park on
driveways?
What is daylight savings
time and if we're saving so
much of it who's got it
all?
How do you know when
yogurt's gone bad ?
How do you get teflon to
stick to a skillet when
nothing sticks to teflon ?
I wonder if getting on an
airplane and going somewhere
is weird to weird people?
Because once you think
about it, you're really
getting into a hollow metal
tube with wings on it and
under command of a total
stranger, known as a pilot,
cruising at an altitude of
35,000 feet and going about
400 miles per hour!
To me it's just like saying
strap me to this bullet and
send me home!

If bells were hearts
I would shoot a bell
and break your heart.

Matt Norwood
Surprise
Surprise is smelling a rose
and getting stung
Jody McNeese

Bradley Brown
If Jellyfish Were Teeth
You probably would have a
sore mouth.
Jama Winnike
If Mirrors Were Eyes
If mirrors were eyes
The mirrors would spy.
You would have mirror eyes
that would reflect
everything you looked at.
Chris Wages
Rules for Cooking Siblings
Make the oven hot as heck.
Gag his mouth as tight as
an octopus
squeezes an oyster.
Eat him as slowly as a
sloth eats tree bark.
Watch your mom like a hawk
so she won't see you.
Put the leftovers in a hole
as deep as a copper mine.
Ben Penix
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Winslow Elementary

Terror From the Sky
The mysterious force that
bombards our town
Every night we've heard the
pounding on the ground.
It must be destiny or a work
of God
that tearing and carving of
our earthen sod.
Three weeks and all the same
I want to know, now who's to
blame .

•

Regina Burnett
The Post Office
Letters everywhere
Stamps, envelopes.
You can almost taste
the glue.
Little mailboxes, keys
locking and unlocking them.
The telephone rings.
"Winslow Post Office,
David. May I help you?"
Someone just needing a zip
code.
Little kids impatiently
waiting on their parents.
Then at night it's quiet.
No noise, no telephone
ringing .
Just mail waiting to be
delivered.

Things My Mother Never Told
Me
My mother never told me my
dad was in the hospital.
My mother never told me I
was adopted.
My mother never told me
that dad and her were
divorced.
My mother never told me I
had a lost brother who died
when he was born
My mother never told me
about my rich uncle who was
our neighbor.
Holly Rentsch
A Walk on the Beach
Picture the California
beach.
Early evening, Zero in on a
daughter and father walking
hand in hand on the fresh
wet sand.
Switch to some
seagulls flying by.
Now
focus on the daughter and
father smiling as they walk
upon a wooden dock.
Capture their happiness to
be together.
Picture their
hair blowing in the breeze
as they walk toward home.
Atuumn Salamack

Melody Donaghe
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Rain
Rain smells like spring
flowers
mixed with rich moist
earth.
Rain sounds like the
pattapat of mice softly
running.
Rain tastes like fresh
watermelon
at a July picnic.
Rain looks like a giant
washing the earth of dust.
Rain feels like only rain
can.
The wonderful feeling
of standing outside on a
hot summer day.
Relief
from the awful heat.
The return of life.

Young Seal Returns to Visit
Woman Who Saved Him
My name is Benji.
I was in a frenzy.
I was drowning · and had lost
my breath.
There came this woman I
tell you she was no man and
she saved me out of the
hands of death.
She took me to safety.
She was really nifty.
I loved her a lot, yes I
did.
I went back to see her.
She was much cooler.
She said "Hi" and then I
left.
Beth A.

Anonymous
When I Look in the Mirror
When I look in the mirror I
see
my hair and forehead like a
plateau that drops off into
a canyon.
My eyes are like two burned
hills.
My nose is like two deep
neverending holes.
My mouth is like a castle
drawbridge that opens and
closes.
My chin is like a land that
has just been bombed
with holes all in it .
But then I realize it's me.
Travis Simco
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Walker Elementary
Springdale
The World

Who?

The world is
a beautiful blossom
of Dirt.

Letting humans see his
Y-ellow eyes
caN make them want to
X-ray them.

Gardner Seth Andrews
Ben Plechaty
Tiger
My Cat
Twas
In the
Growling
strEets a
Roar rings out of a
fierce animal.
Jeremy Grouthers
How to Make a Butterfly
Ask for the shine of the
star glittering up high.
Ask for the color of the
rainbow way up in the sky.
Ask for the lightness of the
feather floating in the
wind.

My cat is trouble
It's grey with black
stripes
It runs as fast as a bird
could fly
When she purrs she's full
of happiness
When she meows she's full
of trouble.
When she's full of trouble
you better watch out
for she might strike you
with
fire
Samantha Hill
Mirror

Lendee Fuqua
An Iris
An iris is night
with petals of sky
and sparkling dewdrops
for stars.
Lendee Fuqua

I see brunette hair and
eyes
that look like brown horses
in a meadow
Christi Renalli

,
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I Went to a Circus
I went to a circus
and I saw elephants
I saw people whipping
Lions that really made me
cry I saw a big
old clown he had
green and purple hair
and a big red nose that
looked like a rubber
ball I saw some horses
dressed up with people
riding on them right
now I'm at home
wishing I were
there again

Michelle Dykes
Along a Pond
Along a pond
I see a meadow with green
grass,
with rabbits jumping about,
deer running and tumbling,
ducks with their mothers
swimming,
and frogs sitting on lily
pads croaking happily.
Susan Ross
Cooking a Gorilla
First you give it a haircut.
Then you flatten it with a
rock.
Put it in the oven an hour
at nine hundred degrees.
Then take it out.
Put it
on a plate.
Put bananas on it.
Cut it
up and you've got
a cooked gorilla.
Josh Watson
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Wonderview Elementary
Hattieville
The Letter P

Bird Hunting

The letter P is like a ball
bat hitting
a ball in a baseball gam~.
It hits it hard and it flies
way out.
It also makes a lot of words
like purple pink panda.
And that's the reason that I
like the letter P.

Get up when you want,
Take my B-B gun,
Go out to the high lines,
Wait.
Shoot the birds off the
high lines.
Feed them to the dogs.
John Shipp

Scott Andrew
Terrible Day
Waking Up
Waking up is hard.
You feel
like
a drowsy little boat out in
the middle of the
sea.
April White

I'm feeding the cows
and I spill the grain.
It flows like running water
out of the bag.
I get the hay and cut the
strings.
It flies everywhere like
quail when you scare them.
Oh, what a terrible day.
John Wells

Spring Is Here
Spring smells like flowers
Blowing.
And the sky
Looks like the ocean.
And the puppies are growing.
They smell like a frog.
The grass is green; it
Smells like the fields.
Carrie Holland
How You Laugh
You close your eyes and
open your mouth and yell,
scream, and giggling, make
a sound.
Racheal Bryant

Lonely Day
I get home and my mom is
gone.
I have no one to talk to.
I'm feeling gloomy like a
man who tried to get a
raise.
I feel so lonely that I
start to talk to the walls.
Then a car pulls up.
It's my mom. (Relief)
John Wells
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Burning Leaves
As I piled up the leaves
like a pile of brush
I struck the match and it
blazed like the hot sun.
I lay the match on the
leaves gently, like a
breeze.
The leaves stared crackling
like firecrackers
and they burnt down to
black soot.
Eric McClaren
Sea

.

The sea seems like a lonely
man
unable to talk or express
his feelings.
If the sea could talk what
would it say?
It might tell a story long
or short.
It could talk without even
trying about a storm or
sunny day.
It could talk about when it
was strong.
But there it sits like a
statue.
Caleb
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Wynne Junior High
Camping

Closet

Ice stings your hand after
being held too long.
Fire destroys the paper
lying on a log .
Clouds form shapes in the
sky while you lie on your
back, watching.
Moonlight shines through the
trees
making your shadow change
shapes .
Wind whips through the
grass,
blowing hard on your back.
Stars shine in the sky as
you pick out the
constellations .
Rain falls from the sky,
watering
the violet wildflowers.
Mud oozes under the tent
after last night's heavy
rain .
Snow falls to the ground,
covering it like a sheet.
Sleet hits the top of your
camper, meaning that your
trip is probably over .

Can hold most anything.
Locked at night to keep the
boogie man out.
Opens every mornlng.
Steals mismatched socks.
Every corner lost in junk.
Today its corners wlll be
found.

Beth Jones

Mary Thompson
Dove
Delicately gliding
Onto the field
Very cautiously
Everyone shoots.
Eric Callum
Pontiac
Poor
Old
Nerd
Thinks
It's
A

Cadillac.
Secrets
Your heart has a secret that
it will never share . A
family member died . And
your body hurts so much but
your brain can't figure out
why.
Because you weren't
physically.
Your heart
knows but it will not tell.
The spot reserved for your
relative is now completely
tilted.
Marcus Gatlin

Wayne Hicks
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Waves

Homework

Leap up from the sand and
crash down
like a drunken driver.

Leap forward like a
frightened frog.

I was busting my brain over
a problem.
It was like searching for
an ant in the jungle.
My brain was as empty as a
bowl of air.
There were whistles blowing
in my head.
Not one answer came to
mind.
·
Then all of a sudden, it
was like a pin stuck in my
head.
I had come up with the
answer.

Roll like a fallen log .

Yolanda Smith

Go high like a baby bird,
sometimes higher .
Run wet like a natural
stream.
Foam like the feel of
cotton.

Jeremy Robinson
Bus Ride
Wynne Skateland
After my mother gave me
five crisp bills
I went into the dazzling
skate rink.
The a i r smelled of doughy
store- bought pizza.
I could see the skaters
skate.
I was so excited I rushed
to get on my skates .
The skates smelled of
Lysol .
So I skated right out into
the world.

As the lights alternate
flashes
we prepare for our slow
ride.
The bus jerks into motion
throwing us into ou~ seats.
The air smells old and
stale.
The sights of morning sit
on hills
and hide in shrouds of mist
as the bus jerks again
slowing down for another
pick up.
The brakes squeal.
Danny Ball

Amanda Marrs

HOW TO KNOW FOR SURE YOU'RE IN HOPE
You'll see a bunch of pine forests
and when it rains hard,
you might hear someone say,
"It is raining salt and watermelon ."
You will see a bunch of deer
and if you see all of this,
you will know you are here,
in Hope, Arkansas.

IF DRESSES WERE MOUNTAINS
everybody would have
to gain weight.

-Alicia McDonald

-Michelle Smith

Arkansas
Writers
in the
Schools

MY GOLDEN POND
The ducks on my pond
are like bobbers
waiting to be pulled
under by a fish.
The water is like
liquid gold.
The fish are jumping
out like crickets.
-Kelley McClellan

SOUNDS
Crickets chirping
in the night outside
my old screen door.

SENIOR CITIZEN'S DAY: JULY 4, 1939
As we slurped on vanilla ice cream
and sipped on a large glass of ice
tea, William Henry Wilburnoker
cut the big, fresh watermelon
on this hot summer day
as a cool breeze blew through
Grandma Wilburnoker's hair.
-Edward Foster

Frogs croaking in the pond
down by the mill.
These sounds are very dear
to me although they
sometimes frighten.
These are the sounds
of Arkansas at night.
-Shelley Mclowell

